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FOREWORD
This is the final report of a study of hydrogen-fueled supersonic cruise
vehicles performed under contract NAS 2-8781 for NASA - Ames Research Center,Moffett Field, California. The report presents documentation of the substance
of work performed during the period 21 April through 17 October 1975.
The study was performed within the Advanced Design Division of the
Science and Technology Organization at Lockheed-California Company, Burbank,
California. G. Daniel Brewer was study manager and Robert E. Morris wasproject engineer. Other principal investigators were
Samuel J. Smyth design
E. L. Bragdon
Roy L. Adamson propulsion
Robert D. Elliott aerodynamics
Jerry J. Rising stability and controlRoger N. Jensen weights
Randy S. Peyton vehicle synthesis
Mr, Charles Castellano of the Advanced Vehicle Concepts Branch of NASA -
Ames Research Center, was technical monitor for the work.
All computations in this analysis were performed in U.S. Customary
units and then converted to S.I. units.
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i MINIMUM ENERGY, LIQUID HYDROGEN-
SUPERSONIC CRUISE VEHICLE STUDY
l By G.D. Brewer and R.E. Morris
Lockheed-California Company
l SUMMARY
I This study was a re-examination of the design and performance potential
of hydrogen-fueled supersonic cruise vehicles. The original study was con-
I ducted by Lockheed-California Company for NASA - Ames Research Center in 1973,and was rep rted in NASA CR 114718 (Re e ence I).
i The work reported herein involved updating the design of the Mach 2.7LHo fueled SCV fr m the p vious study, establishing a new design of a
Math 2.2 LHo fueled SCV, and comparing these two aircraft with conventionally
(Jet A) fueled SCV designs which had been developed to identical guidelines
under the "Advanced Technology Applied to Supersonic Cruise Aircraft" program(Reference 2). In addition, the potential for minimizing the energy utiliza-
tion of both designs of LH2 fueled SCV's was explored, as was the sensitivity
of their performance capability to variation of numerous design parameters.
The results of this study confirmed the findings of the original investi-
gation that use of liquid hydrogen as fuel in supersonic cruise transportaircraft, compared with Jet A, leads to significant advantages in performance,
size, weight, energy consumption, cost and noise. The advantages previously
established for LH_ fueled SCV's relative to lower sonic boom overpressure and
drastic reduction _f noxious exhaust products were not re-evaluated in thepresent study because there were no differences in the vehicle designs which
would lead to changes in these conclusions.
The following data compare some of the characteristics of aircraft
designed to carry 234 passengers plus cargo, 7778 km (4200 nmi) at the cruise
speeds indicated. The aircraft were selected using minimum gross weight as
U the criterion.
U
U
n
l
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_CX 2.7 MA_ 2.2 :
JET A _2 JET A _2 . ;
G_ss weight _ (lb) 345,720 (762,17o)i179,130 (394,910) 305,320 (673.n0) 170,970 (376,920)
Operati_ empty weight _ (Ib) 143,980 (317,420) 111,240 (245,235) 131,890 (2_,720) 102,630 (226,260) i I
Tot_ _el weight _ (ib) 179,510 (395,750) 45,670 (i_,675) 161,200 (355,3_) 46,110 (101,660)
Thrust per E_ine N (ib) 386,470 (86,890) 234,940 (52,820) 374,250 (84,140) 237,640 (43,430) i i
I
Cost $106
RDTaE 4345 3778 3297 3094 ,
_oduction Aircra_ 61.5 45.5 51.8 42.0
Noise EFNdB
Sideline 108.0 104.0 i_.0 106.7
=
Flyover 108.0 102.2 i_.0 104.7
Ener_ Utilization kJ _u 32_
se_ _ seat _ 3522 (6189) 2551 (4483) (5672) 26_ (4_3)
f
The comparison of LH 2 with Jet A fueled SCV's on the basis of direct I
operating costs is a function of the relative price of the two fuels. For
example, with the Mach 2.7 SCV designs, when Jet A fuel costs 10.6%/liter _
(40_/gal), airlines could afford to pay $1.57 more per GJ ($1.65 more per il
million Btu) for LH2 and still achieve equal DOC. If the price of Jet A is "
only 7.9$/liter (3C_Igal), th_ differential for equal DOC with LH2 fuel is
reduced to $1.30/GJ ($1.37/i0_ Btu). i i
It was found that only minor saving in energy constmlption could be
realized by changing the design basis of the LH2 SCV's. For example, for i ;
the Mach 2.7 aircraft, u_ing minimum fuel weight as the selection criterion il.._
instead of minimum gross weight resulted in a 2.6 percent reduction of ener_D_
but a h percent increase in airplane cost. Minimum DOC is a good conlpromise
selection criterion.
The most significant benefit of all to be realized from use of liquid
hydrogen as the fuel for an advanced design of SCV is relief from dependency i
on a petroleum-based product which, by the time the new aircraft might become
operational, could well be on the way to becoming unavailable for use as an
aircraft fuel.
i
2
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i I. INTRODUCTION
The original conceptual design study to formally explore the feasi-
I bility, practicability, and potential advantages and/or disadvantages of
using liquid hydrogen (LH2) as fuel for an advanced design of supersonic
transport was performed by Lockheed-California Company for NASA-Ames Research
l Center under Contract NAS 2-7732. The final report of that work was releasedas NASA CR iih718, dated January 1974 (Reference i). I was concluded th t
LH2 offered significant advantages over conventional hydrocarbon (Jet A) as
i a fuel for vehicles of this category.
The present study was performed to further explore the potential of LH2
fueled supersonic cruise vehicles (SCV's). First, the Mach 2.7 design result-
ing from the original study was updated to incorporate changes in aero-dynamic, propulsion, and structural weight input reflecting a more recent
assessment of a feasible technology basis; second, a Mach 2.2 LH2 SCV was
designed on _n equivalent technology basis to have the same payload/rangecapability; and third, several versions of each of these baseline aircraft
were explored to investigate what potential there might be for minimizing
energy expenditure in performing the design mission, and to investigate their
design sensitivity to various parameters. Vehicles were designed for each
Mach number to the following criteria:
H • minimum gross weight at FAR 36 noise levelminus 5 EPNdB
at FAR 36 minus I0 EPNdB
H • minimum fuel weight
• minimum direct operating cost at LH2 fuel costs of $2, $4, and
I $6/lOOBtu.
The baseline LH2 aircraft resulting from this work, i.e., the minimum
gross weight versions designed to meet FAR 36 noise constraints, were com-pared ith equivale t s of Jet A fueled Mach 2.7 and 2.2 SCV's fr
Task IV-2, Cruise Speed Selection Study (Reference 2) of the continuing SCV
Technology Assessment Studies, Contract NAS 1-11940, performed for NASA-Langley Research Center by Lockheed-California Company. ..
Since the subject work is a "follow-on" to an earlier study, and uses
H the basic LH2 airplane design concept developed and described in Reference i,only the revisions to the design and the results derived therefrom are
reported in full in this report. The reader interested in the background
leading to derivation of the original airplane design concept should referto NASA CR 114718 (Referenc i).
H
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2. TECHNICAL APPROACH i
There were two fundamental objectives of this work. One was to provide !
a direct comparison between LH 2 fueled and conventionally (Jet A) fueled } {
supersonic cruise vehicles designed for cruise speeds of Math 2.7 and 2.2. .I _
The second objective was to explore the potential of the LH 2 aircraft for }
minimizing utilization of energy in performing their design missions. _
Because of the desire to compare new designs of LH 2 aircraft with exist-
ing Jet A designs, it was necessary to establish equivalency of technology
base and ground rules. Accordingly, the first step of the present study was
to obtain data on preferred designs of Jet A fueled Mach 2.7 and 2.2 SCV's
from the work of Reference 2. These data are reproduced in Appendix A.
• Included are general arrangement drawings plus selected pages of ASSET
(Advanced System Synthesis and Evaluation Technique) computer printout of
both the CL 1607-5 (Mach 2.7) and the CL 1607-13 (Mach 2.2) Jet A fueled
aircraft. Examination of these designs and review of the ground rules _hich
served as a basis for their evolution resulted in the following changes in
Guidelines for the subject study, relative to those used in the original
evaluation of LH 2 supersonic transport aircraft (Reference 1):
increased use of composite materials (see Table I).
l limit landing approach speed to a maximum of 81.3 m/s (158 kts)
equivalent airspeed at an aircraft weight equal to the takeoff
gross weight reduced by the block fuel consumption. This is
in lieu of a maximum landing field length of 2,900 m (9,500 ft)
used in the Reference i study. 1
• aircraft cruise performance calculated for standard day plus
8°c (59°F + l_.h°F). _!
L)
For convenience, the complete list of updated Guidelines used in the
present study is presented in Table 2. il
Following establishment of a consistent set of guidelines which would L1
permit valid comparison of the subject LH2 fueled SCV's with the designated
; .let A fueled vehicles, preliminary sizing studies were carried out to deter- !_
mine approximate weights and dimensions of the projected LH 2 aircraft. The
results of this preliminary analysis served as a starting point for the more
: rigorous design cycle which would produce the final vehicle configurations. _
L!
Preliminary configuration drawings of both the CL 1701-9 (Mach 2.7) and
the CL 1701-10 (Mach 2.2) LH_ aircraft were made based on the results of the
sizing studies. As described in Section 3, Technology Modifications, the i_
following detailed studies were then performed to provide a basis for _J
definition of the final configurations:
• assessment of wave drag coefficients at selected speeds, plus
evaluation of possible benefits from area ruling.
q9760qOOq3-Oq9
Table i. Use of Composite Materials in Advanced Design SCV's
il Original Study Advanced Technology :
• of LH2 SCV Cruise Speed Study ;
Component (Reference l) (Reference 2)
% Component % Component
% Composite Wt Red % Composite Wt Red
Wing 6.2 -15.5 6.2 -15.5
Tail 0 0 h0 -19.1
Fuselage 3.6 - 6.25 34.3 - 9.8
Landing Gear 0 0 12 - 7.3
Nacelle 0 0 h0 -ll.9
Air Induction 0 0 - 5.0
30
Surface Controls 1.5 - 3.75 i0 -i0.0 i
I Total 3.4 16.3
_ • evaluation of stability and control requirements of both aircraft
to determine tail sizes.
• generation of engine cycle
turbofan characteristics for both
cruise speeds using a complete representation of hydrogen/air
combustion products.
• examination of structural and insulation requirements of the
hydrogen tankage system to provide a realistic basis for deter-
I mining tank wall thickness and insulation thickness.
• assessment of the effect the use of greater percentages of
advanced composite materials would have on vehicle structural
weight.
The results of these analyses, plus data from the preliminary sizing
I study, provided input to the ASSET (Advanced System Synthesis Evaluation
Technique) computer program for parametric study of vehicle design and
performance. Using ASSET, the following parameters were investigated to
determine minimum gross weight, minimum fuel weight, and minimum DOC
1976010013-020
Table 2. Basic Guidelines
Fuel - liquid hydrogen (assumed available at the airport)
S
Planform - NASA Arrow - wing
Initial Operational Capability - 1990
Use of advanced materials and technology postulated to be developed by
1985. (Composites comprise 16.3 percent of the total vehicle [Istructural weight; see Table i).
Certification - FAR Part 25 and SST White Book
Noise - FAR Part 36
Fuel Reserves - FAR Part 121.648
J
Runway Length Determination - FAR Part 25 for 32.20C (90°F) day and
30h.8 m (i000 ft) airport altitude, iii
Approach Speed - 81.3 m/s (158 knots) equivalent airspeed.
Operability - compatible with Air Traffic Control Systems and general
operating environment envisioned for 1990, including capability for &A
Category III-A operations.
rl
Aircraft Design Life - 50,000 flying hours.
Sonic Boom - no boom at ground level over populated areas. [I
O
Stability - control configured aircraft.
Direct Operating Cost: l i
LJ
• Modified 1967 ATA equations (international basis).
• 1973 dollars I_
• 600 aircraft production base U
• Baseline fuel costs
U_2 = $2.85/0J ($3/i0_ Btu • 15.hS#/xb) n
Jet A = $1.90/GJ ($211o° Btu- 2h.8¢Igal= 3.68$/IB) L_
Payload - 22,226 kg (hg,000 ib) = 234 passengers plus cargo allowance.
U
U
6
H
f,
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I
U
aircraft that satisfied the design mission requirements within the con-
straints imposed by airport performance and takeoff noise limitations.
• Maximum engine duct burning temperature (Max. DBT)
i • Takeoff engine duct burning temperature (T.O.DBT)
i • Noise abatement procedures such as power cutback
• Thrust/Weight Ratio (T/W)
l • Wing Loading (W/S)
The following process was used to determine the optimum coubination of
I design parameters for the subject aircraft: (See Section _ for detailexpla ation )
i i. For a specified Max DBT, aircraft designs wer_ synthesized which
satisfied the design mission requirements for a matrix of T/W
and W/S combinations.
l 2. From the matrix of aircraft synthesized in Step i, those aircraftwhich m t the landing approach sp ed constraint were selected.
I 3. Using the aircraft selected in Step 2, the minimum T/W andT.O. DBT which satisfied the takeoff sideline and flyover noise
limitations were determined.
l _. The T/W and W/S combination which satisfied the landing approachspeed, the sideline noise, and the flyover noise constraints, and
which resulted in a minimum gross weight, minimum fuel weight,
l and/or minimum DOC aircraft, respectively, was identified. Thiswas the opti u T/W and W/S combination corresponding to the
Max DBT assumed in Step I.
I 5. Using the T/W and W/S combination from Step h, aircraft were
synthesized which ,.et the design mission requirements for a series
of Max DBT' s. The Max DBT that results in a minimum gross weight,
minimum fuel weight, and/or minimum DOC aircraft was thus deter-ined.
l 6. Using the Max DBT determined in Step 5, Steps 1 through _ wererepeated to optimiz the T/W a d W/S combination for the selected
Max DBT.
l The above steps to determine the optimum were
choice of maximum DBT
necessary because this parameter is so significant. It directly affects the
engine physical size, thrust-to-weight ratio, engine cost, and the mission
I fuel consumption.
| ,.t
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The effect of reduced noise levels on the selection critcrion of minimum
gross weight was examined with specific objectives of FAR 36, FAR 36 minus 5 ii
EPNdB, and FAR 36 minus i0 EPNdB. Noise reduction was accomplished by ....
throttling the engine (reducing duct temperature and exit velocity) and
increasing the engine size (airflow) as required within practical limits i
which still permitted meeting the other mission constraints. No reoptimiza-
tion of the engine cycle parameters, e.g., fan pressure ratio, selected for
the basic aircraft (FAR 36 noise level), was made.
_I Aircraft point designs meeting FAR B6 and selected on the basis of
minimum D0C were also defined for LH2 fuel prices of 81.90, $3.80, and 85.70
per GJ ($2, $4, and $6 per million Btu's).
The minimum gross weight aircraft at both cruise Mach numbers which were
designed to meet FAR Part 36 noise specification were used to compare with
equivalent Jet A fueled reference aircraft. Those same aircraft were also
used as a basis for establishing sensitivity of the design to variation of a
number of parameters. The sensitivity of gross weight, DOC, price, and total !fuel weight to the following parameters was determined: t
• Design range _j
t_'!
• • Changes _n empty weight before and after design freeze
• Noise constraints at FAR 36 minus 5 EPNdB and FAR 36 minus I0 EPN&B. h
: In addition, the minimum gross weight aircraft meeting FAR B6 were
examined with regardto: II
• DOC vs fuel cost
• Range and DOC vs change in SFC. [{
• Range and DOC vs change in drag count
!I
: • Range vs payload weight _!
S. TECHNOLOGY MODIF!CATIONS ii
!
3.1 Aerodynamics
From the point-of-view of aerodynamics, redesign of the point-design
configuration of the previous study (Reference i) required an updating and
refining of the aerodynamic data base. The basis for changing the aero-
dynamic data was the result of experience gained from the NASA-Langley Super-
sonic Cruise(ReferenceVehicle3).System Study (Reference 2), and the Arrow-wing Structurelow !_ljStudy Continuing wind-tun el tests at Langley, primarily L
2eed, also supplied additional information for updating the aerodynamic
data base.
8
U
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3.1.1 High Speed Characteristics
i 3.I.I.i Wave Drag.-The wave drag of the parametric configuration elements used
in the ASSET computer program to derive the point design aircraft configura-
I tion for the previous study (Reference I) was calculated using the NASA-Langley wav d ag program P7120. This program had the limitation of accept-
ing only circular, uncambered fuselages and uncambered symmetrical wing air-
i foils. A newer, more sophisticated program for calculating wave drag (D2500)was also available from NASA-Langley at the time. It had the capability of
handling non-circular cambered fuselages as well as twisted and cambered
wings. However, due to its requirement for more accurate definition of the
I aircraft configuration, the D2500 program used approximately three times thecomputer time per case.
I Test cases were run on an available design of Jet A fueled supersonictranspor onfiguration using both the NASA wave drag programs to obtai a
comparison. It was found the wave drag values were within 0.5 percent of
l each other. A penalty of two drag counts (0.0002) was arbitrarily added to -all wave drag values calculated by the simpler program (P7120), and that I
program was then used throughout the previous study (Reference i).
I In the present study, the newer version of the wave drag program (D2500)was used exclusively. In addition to the increased accuracy which results
from its use, the ability to treat non-circular fuselages enables the designer
to define the fuselage cross-section profile in much more detail. The fol-lowing paragraphs describe the procedure followed and present the data gener-
ated to define wave drag for the Mach 2.7 and 2.2 L_ fueled SCV designs.
U 3.1.1.2 CL 1701-_ Mech 2.7 LH2 Design.- The Mach 2.7 SCV baseline wing was
scaled from 97_ _ (10,500 ft_) to the 678m2 (7,300 ft2) required for the LH2
study in the form of a data set accessible from CADAM(Tm_(Computer-graphic_
U Augmented Design And Manufacturing). Digital Data on _uselage cross-sectiona_areas and c ntroids, horizon al and vertical tails, and engin nacelles were
also obtained from CADAM.
i Using a circular fuselage simulation, the above supplied data resulted
in an assessment of CDw • 0.00297 at the design Math number. Furthermore, *
the program predicted _hat with maxim_ fuselage ar_a ruling, while maintain-
I ing the same maximuz cross-sectional area and fuselage length, the wave drag
could be reduced to CDw • 0.00246. This information was supplied in the form
of a plot comparing the tun-area ruled and full area-ruled fuselage cross-
I sectional areas versus length, Figure 1.
Unfortunately, as shown in the figure, the area-ruled option involved
I redu_ion of fuel tankage volume and excessive sliming of both the fuselagefo_body and afterbody. Accordingly, after detailed consideration of the
l_a_sical arrangement of the design it was determined that it was not possible
!
!
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to take advantage of fuselage area ruling within practical limitations of fuse-
l lage length and maximum diameter. Therefore the un-area ruled fuselage was
taken as the M 2.7 LH2 baseline, and 50th scale fuselage section drawings weregenerated using CADAM (see APPENDIX B ). These drawings were digitized to pro-
l duce a noncircular fuselage wave drag simulation shown isometrically as Figure 2.
Estimated total aircraft wave drag (Figure 3) and wave drag breakdown
by component (Figure h), along with their associated reference areas
I (Table 3) and wetted surface areas were supplied as input to the ASSET Pro-gram. Figure 5 is included to show the buildup of normal cross-sectional
areas for the CL-1701-9 _aseline.
I Table 3. Component Reference Area,_(M 2.7 LH2 Design)
I Wing: Reference - 678m2 (7,300 ft2)Total Planform - 678m2 (7,300 ft2)
J
I Fuselage: Max. Cross-SectionalArea • 21._a 2 (236 ft2)
Nacelles: Inlet Area • 7.hlm2 (79.80 ft2) (h Nacelles) 2
Max. Cross-Sectional Area = 12.hl_ (133.69 ft ) (h Nac.
I Exhaust Area • 12.hla2 (133.69 ft2) (M Hac.)
Vertical Wing
I }ins: Area = 17_ 2 (182.9 ft2)/slde
Vertical Fus.
Fin: Area - 13.Ml: 2 (l_M.3 ft 2)
I Horizontal Stab: Area (Inc. Carry Thru _o BL 0) _I._ 2 (335.5 ft2)
Area (Exposed) - 20.8m_ (22_.0 _-)
I
A study of the effect of perturbations of fuselage length on wave drag .
I vss undertaken to develop sensitivity factors for the ASSET Program. Twentyfoot barrel sections were added to and reaoved from the aid-fuselage.
Mach 2.7 and 1.2 were investigated for the Mach 2.7 aircraft design only.
I The results, shown in Figure 6, were applied to both the Mech 2.7 and thqM_ch 2.2 vehicles.
3.1.1.3 __M_LL_m_.- - _ Na_h 2.2 SCV baseline wing was
I sealed from 835 a_ (9,000 ft _) to the 535 m_ (5,T00 ft_) for therequired LH2
study in the form of a data set tram CADAM. Digital data on fuselage cross-
sectional areas and centroids, horizontal and vertical tail|, and engine
I nacelles were also obtained from CADAM.
!
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' V! Using a circular fuselage simulation, the above supplied data resulted
i Ii in a1_assessment of CL_,= 0.00_55 at the design Each number. FurtherN.!ere,L_ the program predicted that with maximum fuselage rea ruling the wave drag
could be reduced to CDW = 0.00281 while maintaining the same maximum cross-
: [] sectional area and fuselage length. This information is shown in Figure 7as a plot comparing th un-ar a ruled and full area-ruled fuselage cross-
" s_.ctional areas versus length.
H As in the case of the Mach 2.7 baseline, it was determined that area
ruling was not feasible within fuel volume and overall fuselage length con-
_ straints. Therefore the un-area ruled fuselage was taken as the Mach 2.2 LH2
H baseline. Accordingly, 50th scale section drawings of those 15 fuselagesections different from the Mach 2.7 baseline were generated using CADAM
(APPENDIX B). The balance of the 3_ stations, fore and aft fuselage, are
_ _, !j identical to the Much 2.7 baseline. These sections were digitized to produce" a non- ircular fuselage wave drag simulation, sh wn isometrically in Figure 8.
_ _ Estimated total aircraft wave drag Figure 9, and wave dr_g breakdown by :
_ _ [j components, (Figure i0), along with their associated reference areas,(Table _) and wetted surface areas, were supplied for use in the ASSET Pro-
gram. Figure ii shows the buildup of normal cross-sectlonal areas for the
_ H CL-1701-10 baseline aircraft.
Table 4. Component Reference Areas (Much 2.2 LH2 Design)
'i _ " Wing: Reference = 535m2 (5,760 ft2)
Total Planform = 535m2 (5,760 ft2)
_ _i Fuselage: Max Cross-Sectional Area = 22m2 (236.8 ft2)
: i Nacelles: Inlet Area = 5.02m2 (54.02 ft2) (4 Nacelles)
_ _ _ , Max. Cross Sect. Area = 8.21m2 [88.35 ft2) (_ Nacelles)
_ Exhaust Area = 8.21m2 (88.35 ft_) (4 Nacelles)
Vertical Wing
Fins: Area = 14.15m 2 (152.3 ft2) (per side)
I_ Vertical Fin-
_ ;, 18.16m2 ft2;" _ [:I Fuselage: Area = (195.5 )
' Horizontal Stab: Area (Incl. Carry Thru to BL O) = 26.68m2 (287.2 ft2)
Areas (Exposed) • 17.48m2 (188.1 ft2)
A
3 1.2 Low Speed Aerodynamic Characteristics -The low speed aerodynamic
characteristics of the subject LH2 aircraft are taken from the study of the
_ 1 equivalent Jet A aircraft (Reference 2). The data are presented in Fig-
_ _ ures 12 and 13 for Much 2.7 design and Figures 14 and 15 for the Mach 2.2
¢ ,
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design. Figures 12 and 1_ show the low speed lift characteristics of the
two aircraft, and Figures 13 and 15, the low speed drag polars. Both
characteristics are presented for in-ground effect (gear down) and out-of-
ground effect (gear up). The low speed lift characteristics of the LH2
fueled aircraft are identical to those of their Jet A counterparts.
3.1.3 StabilI!_ Anal_sls. -The concept of relaxed static stability (RSS)
has been used to size the horizontal and vertical tails for the study con-
figurations. In the case of the horizontal tail, RSS allows mov_ent of
the center-of-gravity (c.g.) aft of the aerodynamic center in order to
eliminate the supersonic trim drag penalty. The aft c.g. location is limited
by the requirement to retain sufficient control power to ensure adequatehandling alities and also by the position which offers the most benefit
in terms of drag reduction. The vertical tail is sized for a critical engine-
l! out control condition, instead of being sized for supersonic directionalstability. This allows a reduction in vertical tail area thereby somewha_
reducing cruise drag. Both longitudinal and directional stability are pro-
,. vided by a stability augmentation system.
_! 3.i.3.i Horizontal Tail. --Detailed aerodynemic analysis of the M - 2.7 Jet A
fueled configuration showed that minimum drag is achieved when the c.g. is
_ located such that there is an upload on the horizontal tail. (See Reference 3).These data were obtained from NASA wind-tunnel tests of the SCAT-15F configu-
ration modified to the full-scale vehicle. The data show that minimum drag
occurs when the lift coefficient on the horizontal tail is approximately equal
_i! to the wing-body lift coefficient. Based on this relationship, the estimated
optimum cruise c.g. location fur the LH2 cnnfiguration is 0.51_. This takes
into consideration the relatively larger bo_y diameter and forebody length of
i _ the LH2 airplane which moves the aerodynamic center forward about 0.010.Li
An airplane lacking inherent static stability and/or pitch-down tendency
t at the stall must be provided with active envelope limiting as a component.j| of longitudinal stability au_entation system. The margin of control
power required to prevent a disastrous pitch excursion places an aft limit on
c.g. position. The severity of the c.g. constraint depends on the size of
it the control power margin retained.
The analysis in this report is based on the premise that the aft c.g.
H control power requirement, over and above that required for trim, is highestfor the approach and landing task since this is where pilot workload is high
and also where the vehicle tends to be the most unstable. The magnitude of
H the control power required was determined from a statistical study of thestall recovery characteristics of three current Jet aircraft. Stall time
histories from C-SA, L-1011 and 5-3£ flight tests were exmmtned to determine
the stall recovery pitch acceleration coemanded by the pilot for cues where
H less than full throw va_ used; this tendn to define a recovery acceleration
which feels comfortable to the pilot. The total pitch acceleration results
frum the combined effects of inherent zti@k-fixed pitch down tendency plus
|_ the incremental nose-down input commanded b_ the pilot to attain satisfactory
LJ progress of recovery. Pilots have found the longitudinal characteristics of
L.OOKNIEIiO
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stall recovery to be acceptable for all three airplanes. In reducin_ +.hedata
for the three confi_n_raticns, a value o_ pitch acceleration was determinec for
: each which represented the maximum in 90_ of the cases analyzed. _t was :'_und
that these values correlated as a function of pitch inertia with decreasin_:
pitch acceleration for increasing pitch inertia. From this correlation s
stall recovery of -0.08 rad/sec 2 was selected as being representative f.-rthe
LH. configuration.
The hocizontal tail is an all-moving surface with geared flap ach_evlng
a CLmax of +1.2; the tall lift e:fectiveness is based on resul_s of tests
in the Calac low-speed wind tunnel.
The forward e.g. limit was established by the nose-whee' lift-off
requirement. Conditions for nose-wheel lift-off were determined in accord-
ante with FAA tentative specifications for supersonic transports (Reference
I_). This specification requires nose-wheel lift-off 3 seconds before rota-
tion speed is reached. Calculations were based on a nose-wheel lift-o_'f
speed of 287 km/hr (155 kts) for the M = 2.7 aesign and 2_I,km/hr (i37 kts)
for the M = 2.2 design.
The aft e.g. limit was defined by the requirement to achieve a nose-down
acceleration of 0.08 fad/see 2 at landing approach Vmin where Vmin is defined
by the speed margin required to pull 0.5 "g" at the minimum landing approach
speed. This is the definition of Vmin given in Reference 4. Vmi n was thus
defined to be 231.5 km/hr (125 kts) for both the M = 2.7 and 2.2 designs. "i
The horizontal tall sizing smmsz7 is presented in Figure 16 for the
M • 2.7 design (CL 1701-7). Figure 16 shows a volume coefficient requirement
of 0.073 for the e.g. range of 0.480_ to 0.5h3_. Note that the landing gear
should be located at least 0.054_ aft of the most aft e.g. to prevent tip-
up at brake release vlth full thrust; the tip-up gear distance margin was
based on a thrust-to-v_lght ratio for zero payload and full fuel. For the
M = 2.2 design (CL 1701-10), Figure 17 shows a horizontal tail volume coeffi-
cient of 0.102 to be suitable for the e.g. range of .h85_ to .5h6_. B-cause
of the higher thrust-to-weight ratio for the M • 2.2 design, the landing
gear should be located at least 0.063_ aft of the aft e.g.
3.1.3.2 Vertical Tall. The fuselage mounted vertical tail was sized in
accordance with the landing approach minimum control speed specified for the
Concorde. The requirement for the Coneorde is to control loss of one out-
board engine at minimum approach speed minus 9.26 km/hr (5 kts) with takeoff
thrust on the remaining engines.
The vertical tall was assumed to be an all-moving surface with geared
rudder ach,eving a CLmax of 0.9. 20% of the vertical tail CL was reserved
for possible dynamic over control and stability augmentation system requlre-
ment s.
1Vertical tall slze requirements are presented In Figure 18. For theM • 2.7 design, the figure shows a volume coefficient requirement of 0.034
at 275 Mm/hr (ih8.5 Mrs). For the M • 2.2 design, a vertical tall volume
J
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coefficient 0.047 is required. The larger volume coefficient for the M = 2.2
design results from the thrust-to-weight ratio being somewhat higher and the
wing reference area being smaller.
3.1.3.3 Induced Dra_.-Tables 5 and 6 show the drag due-to-lift of the
Mach 2.7 and Mach 2.2 aircraft. The Mach 2.7 data was derived from wind-tunnel
data, while the Mach 2.2 was obtained from the 2.7 using a correction factor
obtained from comparing the results of running both the Mach 2.7 and 2.2 in
the Lockheed VORLAX program (Reference 5).
i 3.1.3.4 Miscellaneous Dra 6.-The trim drag used for the Mach 2.2 and 2.7 air-
.: craft is presented in Figure 19 which assumes the vehicle's c.g. te be at
50 percent M.A.C. using the appropriate mission CL for each Mach number.
Figure 20 shows the correction drag used to account for the difference
between the predicted (analytical) and the actua± high speed wind tunnel
model test results.
3.2 Propulsion
The engine cycles examined in this study were duct heating turbofan
; engines (DHTF) with standard day cruise Mach Numbers of 2.7 and 2.2. All of
_ the installation performance factors (i.e., ram recovery, inlet drags, nozzle
L
coefficients, air bleed, and horsepower extraction) are identical to those
utilized in the Reference i study.
3.2.1 Mach 2.7 Turbofan
3.2.1.1 Cycle Selection.-The cycle optimization studies completed for the
LH2-1 Mach 2.7 DHTF study of Reference 1 are applicable to this study and were
therefore not repeated, i.e., the LH2-2 Mach 2.7 DHTF engine data is rerun a
of the same cycle. Table 7 lists the cycle parameters chosen for this engine.
_ The engine performance for the previous study was computed with a fuel lower
heating value applicable to hydrogen fuel, however, because a subroutine
which describes the combustion products of hydrogen and air was not opera-
tional at the time at Lockheed, the properties of the exhaust gases were
computed as if they were products of hydrocarbon and air based on Reference
6. Slight errars were, therefore, introduced in the turbine and nozzle
, calcu]ations due to incorrect values of molecular weights and specific heats.
Subsequent to that analysis Lockheed completed the development of a sub-
i_ program which computes the equilibrium gas properties of undisassociated
products of combustion of hydrogen and air from the individual species present
_. : using thermodynamic values from Reference 6. The analysis of the LH_-2
Mach 2.7 DHTF engine reported herein uses the new hydrogen air products
; : subprogram and therefore the engine performance is more accurately defined
_ 3.2.1.2 Performance Characteristics. - No large difference was found during
- the present work, compared with the original analysis of the LH2-1 Mach 2.7
: DHTF engine; however, the installed performance characteristics of the
reanalysis are slightly better over the entire engine operating envelope.
i :- ,_ Since the changes are all in the same direction (increased thrust and decreased
: _ _ SFC) the performance of the engine of Reference i was slightly conservative.
3o
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_ Table 5. Mach 2.7 LH2 SCV Induced Drag
-- CL .00000 .05280 .10550 .]58%0 .2l 100 .,'6%80
.31650 .422]0
_CH NO
O.23 .0005 _ .00000 •00158 .00485 .01066 .01962
.03112 .06021
_n, 0.40 .00053 .00000 .00127 .00475 .01023 .01867
_ .03017 .05834
• I O.60 .00053 .00000 .00] 05 .00454 .0098 L .01772
_ _Ig .02891 .05634
0.80 .00032 .00000 .00]05 .00422 .009_9 .01720
i .02775 .05486
0.90 .00053 .0oooo .0Ol]2) .OOL]I .00907 .01656
.02680 .05317
I 0.93 .OOC_3 .O0000 .00115 .00411 .00897 .0162502616 05169
0.95 .00053 .00000 .00118 .00411 .00886 .0]593
I .02564 .05106
0.98 .00053 .O0000 .00121 .0041] .OO886 .01582
.02543 .05085
1.00 .00053 .00001 .00124 .00411 .00886 .01582
.02543 .05106
1.05 •00052 .00003 .00131 .00433 .00897 .0]593
i .02574 .05212
1.10 .00050 .00005 .001_0 .0044_ .00917 .01641
.02646 .05376
1.20 .00048 .00010 .00158 .00485 .01013 .01804287O 576
1.40 .00040 .00021 .00200 .00591 .0]245 .02247
I .03471 .06583
1.60 .00032 .00032 .00253 .00696 .0[477 .02648
.04030 .07427
I 1.80 .00021 .00042 .00295 .00802 .01699
.03Q07
4536 8261
2.00 .O0011 .00053 .00_38 .009]8 .01920 .03344
T .05043 .09263
J.
2.20 .00000 .00063 .00380 .01034 .02152 .03714 {
•05549 .10o44
I 2.30 .00000 .00071 .0041] .02268 .038825824 1 687
2.55 .00000 .00088 .00468 .01268 .02580 .04332
I .06464 .11937
2.70 .00000 .00096 .00506 .01361 .02754 .04610
.06815 .13114
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Table 6. f4ach o 2. otV Induced Drag
0 .00000 .05280 .i0550 .15830 .21L00 .,,6;_0
I, .31 650 .56930 .422] 0
;4ACH NO
0.23 .0004 _ .00000 .00329 .00396 .00669 .0160:
•O2540 .03676 .04916
0.40 .0004i .00000 .00099 .00 {72 .O080_ .0 ,6, •
•02362 .03420 .04568
0.60 .OO040 .00000 .00080 .00345 .00746 .01 347
•02197 .03]99 .04282
0.80 .000140 .00000 .00080 .00318 .00708 .01297
•02093 .03056 .04138
0.90 .00040 .00000 .00086 .00332 .00688 .0J256
•02031 .02983 .040 _0
0.93 .00040 .00000 .00089 .00316 .00689 .01248
•020] i .02951 .03972
O.95 .00041 .00000 .0009] ,00319 .00687 .01235
•01987 .02912 .03959
0.98 .00042 .00000 .00094 .00323 .00696 .01243
•01996 .02941 .03993
i.00 .00042 .00001 .00097 .00326 .00702 ,01253
•02013 .02965 .04043
i.05 .00042 .00002 .00 tOl_ .00349 .00724 .O]286
•02078 .03092 .04208
i. fO .00042 .00004 .00] lh .00364 .0075_ .Oi 350
•02176 .03216 .01_421
1.20 .00041 .00008 .00134 .00413 .0086] .0153
•02439 .03560 .04896
].40 .00037 .00019 .00181 .00529 .01116 .020 [4
•03110 .01_I_05 .05_99
i.60 .00029 .00029 .002_5 .00648 .01374 .02463
•03748 .05230 .06907
1.80 ,00020 .00040 .00277 .00753 .01594 .02822
•04258 .05901 .07753
2.O,J .00010 .00050 .00321 .00872 .01825 .03178
•04792 .06667 ,08802
2.20 .00000 .00061 •00367 .00998 .02077 .035814
•05355 .07391 .09692
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X Table 7.- Liquid Hydrogen Duct Heating Turbofan Cycle Characteristics
(SLS Uninstalled)
Design C_ise Mach No. 2.2 2.7
I Engine Type DHTF DHTF
Corrected Airflow W_/6 400 kg/sec(880 Ib/sec) 465 kg/sec(1026 ib/sec)
I Fan Pressure Ratio 4.0 3.0
Compressor Pressure Ratio 6.25 8.33
I Overall Pressure Ratio 25.0
25.0
Nozzle Velocity Coefficient (Duct) O.981 0.981
. Nozzle Velocity Coefficient (Primary) 0.981 0.981
Max Turbine Inlet Temperature 1922°K(_460°R) 1922°K(3460°R)
I Max Duet Burning Temperature [367°K(2460°R) 1367°K(2460OR)
Fuel Heating Value 119450kJ/kg(51590BTU/Lb) l19430kJ/kg(51590BTU/Lb)
I Peak Fan Polytropic Efficiency 0.9 • 0.9
Peak Compressor Polytropic Eff. O.915 0.915
HP Turbine Adiabatic Efficiency 0.92 0.92
LP Turbine Adiabatic Efficiency 0.91 0.91
Prima y Burner Efficiency ] 0 1 0
Duct Burner Efficiency * *
Primary Burner Pressure Loss Ratio 0.060 0.060
i Duct Burner Pressure Loss Ratio * *
i Primary Nozzle Pressure Loss Ratio 0.005 0.005
I m Variable based on Burner Temperature Rise
I
I
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Installed flight performance characteristics of the LH2-2 Mach 2.7 study
" engine are shown in Figures 21 through 26 for the engine size based on Table ".
Figure 21 shows one of the many duct-heating temperature-limited engine cper-
< ating schedules, for the U.S. Std. atmosphere +15Oc (59°F + 27°F), which were
evaluated at takeoff to meet the various noise constraints. It should be noted
that the climb and cruise performance of Figures 22 through 26 are based _, ':_
_ Std. atmosphere +8°C (59°F + 14.4°F) rather than the U.S. Std. atmosphere of"
. Reference i. This is to facilitate a direct comparison with the Jet A fueled
aircraft from the Langley SCV System Studies (Reference 2). Figures 22 and 23
are shown as examples of the many duct-heating, temperature-limited engine op-
_ erating schedules which were evaluated for optimum climb performance, from the
_ standpoint of: (i) minimum gross weight, (2) minim_ fuel weight, (3) zinim,_
DOC, and (4) minimum noise.
3.2.1.3 Physical Characteristics. The internal flow path engine configu_a-
_ tion and engine dimensions of the LH2-2 Mach 2.7 DBTF sized in Table 7 are
_ unchanged from those presented in Reference 1. Nacelle configuration,
_ dimensions and scaling data for the Table 7 engine with cruise duct-heating
temperature of 1367°K (2460°R) are shown in Figure 27. The variation in
engine size and weight with maximum climb duct augmentation temperature is
_ shown in Figure 28.
_ 3.2.].4 Noise Considerations. The engine size was selected to meet aircraft
_ liftoff thrust requirements, and to also satisfy the low noise limits, by
_ restricting duct-burning temperatures, for example, to 644°K (l160°R) for the
_ FAR 36 minus I0 EPNdB limits. The cycle turbine energy is split so that the
gas generator noise is lower than the noise goals and, therefore, a noise
supressor is only required for the fan exhaust. Figure 29 was used for
estimates of sound suppressor effectiveness at the point of aircraft liftof_'.
The suppressor effectiveness is plotted vs relative Jet velocity which is the
difference between Jet velocity and aircraft velocity. These data were used
to establish the thrust size and takeoff power se_ting for noise limited
engine operation for both the Mach 2.7 and the Math 2.2 cruise engines. The
same noise suppressor effectiveness was used in establishing performance of
the Jet A fueled SCV's (Reference 2).
3.2.2 Mach 2.2 Turbofan
3.2.2.1 Cycle Selection.- The Mach 2.2 engine cycle was based on a pre-
viously optimized Lockheed Mach 2.2 DHTF study engine, the Jet A fueled
BSTF 2.2, used in the Langley SCAR studies (Reference 2). The optimizing
stymies previously made for the Langley program are applicable and therefore
were not repeated. The LH2 Mach 2.2 engine was computed with the hydrogen-
air subroutine and is thermodynamically consistent with the Mach 2.7 cruise
vehicle engine, see Table 7.
• 3.2.2.2 Performance Characteristics. -Installed flight performance charac-
teristics of the LH2 Mach 2.2 engine are shown on Figures 30 through 35.
Figure 30 show one of the many duct-heatin_ temperature engine operating
schedules for the U.S. Std. atmosphere +15 C (59°F + 27°F) which were eval-
uated at takeoff to meet the various noise requirements. Figure 31 and 32
L
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Figure 21. Installed Thrust - Takeoff Power "+
M&ch 2.7 Engine.
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I Figure 22. Installed Thrust - Hot Day MissionMach 2.7 EnKine.
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Figure 23. Installed Fuel Flow - Ho Day Mission
Mach 2.7 EnKine.
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- FLgure 25. li_stslled Performance - Math 2.? Engine
II,019 m (36,152 ft_.
_0
_I ................. I i , - Illlll ..... rrll Ill ...... ,.............................. _
! ' i t i• I
[
I
i i
PARAMETER REFERENCE VALUE
CRUISE MACH NO 2.7 2.2
FN SLS MAX 37600 da N (84500 Ib) 35100 da N (78900 Ib)
AC 3.18 m 2 (34.2 ft 2) 1.90 m2 (20.4 ft 2)
DCOM P 2.069 m (81.47 in.) 1.618 m (63.71 m.)
[:)MAX 2.604 m (1073 in.) 1.987 m (78.22 in.)
DNOZZLE 2.604 m (102.5 in.) 1.987 m (78.22 in.)
LEN G 6.782 m (267 in.) 5.466 m (215.3 m.)
WE I GH'I" 5260 kg (11600 Ib) 4900 kg (10800 Ib)
* INCLUDES I=IFVERSER AND SUPPRESSOR
-rI ]--rI DMAXDCOMP I -- I u -DNozZLEAC
I ±'- _L
__LINLET .- !._._ LENGINE _- !
0.5
FNSLS /DIAM = DIAMREFERENC E
\FNSLSREF /
0.35
/ FNSLS \
FNSLS /
WEIGHT = WEIGHT REFERENCE
\FNSLS REF/
LINLE T = DCOMP x 2.56
Figure 27. Duct Heating Turbofan Nacelle Dimensions and Scaling Data.
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Figure 31. Installed Thrust - Hot Day Mission
Maeh 2.2 Engine. i
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depict one of the climb schedules studied for the U.S. Std. atmosphere
I +8OC (59OF + 14.4°F). Figures 33 through 35 show supersonic and subsonic
cruise performance for the U.S. Std. atmosphere +8°C (59°F + 14.4OF). i
T 3. _.2.3 Physical Characteristics.- Nacelle configuration, dimensions and
scaling data for the Table 7 engine with a cruise duct-heating temperature _
of 1367°K (2460°R) are shown in Figure 72. The variations of engine size and _.
weight with maximum climb duct augmentation temperature are shown in
Figure 36. _
3.2.2.4 Noise. - The noise considerations for the Mach 2.2 DHTF are similar
to those of the Mach 2.7 DHTF.
I 3.3 LH2 Tank and System Design
3.3.1 Tar_ Weight. - Based on work performed under Reference 7, the tank
fa%igue allowable stress level of 275,800 kPa (40,000 psi) used in the pre-
I vious (Reference i) study on the aluminum shell structure was reduced to206,850 kPa (30,000 psi) commensurate with an aircraft design life of 50,000 _"
hours. Table 8 compares the effect on the tank component weights, total
I weight, and weight fractions including both the forward and aft tanks. Dueto simil r loads and des g co ditio s, the same tank weight raction was
used for both the Mach 2.2 and 2.7 aircraft.
I 3.3.2 Tank sizing. - Allowances for sizing the tanks are listed in Table 9. °:
The volume required is based on the "as built" (warm) condition and includes
the other allowances listed. The fluid expansion to a 138 kPa (20 psia)
I pressure is assumed to occur after filling from a ground storage facilityat an equilibrium temperature corresponding to 103 kPa (15 psia). The effec-
tive density is used to calculate the tank volume required using the total
I mission fuel determined in the ASSET computer program.
3.3.3 Fuel S_stem - The fUel system functional operation remains the same as il
i described in Section 4.1.3.3 of Reference i.
3.3.4 Tank Insulation. - A study was made to determine a preferred thickness
of cryogenic insulation for tanks of both ai:craft. Figures 37 and 39 show i
I the weight of the insulation, the hydrogen boil off, and the heat shield incumulative fashion, all as functions of insulation thickness for the Mach 2.7
and 2.2 aircraft, respectively. The arrow indicates the insulation thickness
I for minimum weight to be slightly over 76 men (3 in) in both cases. Fig-ures 38 and 40 consider the economic tradeoffs involved in the problem. They
show the cost in thousands of dollarsper day for flying 10.2 hours per day
!
!
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Table 8. LH2 Integral Tank Weight
Fatigue Stress Level
Tank Component 275,800 kPa 40,000 psi 206,850 kPa 30,000 psC i
Shell 3,946 kg 8,700 ib 5,253 kg ii,580 Ib
Ends 608 1,350 817 1,800 ._
Frames 89_ 1,970 962 2,120
Baffles/bulkheads 367 810 367 810
Crosstie 408 900 489 1,078
Transition trusses 1,134 2,500 1,134 2,500
Crack stoppers 109 240 145 320
Contingency (10%) 753 1,660 916 2,020
Total (both 8,224 18,130 10,083 22,228
tanks)
Fuel weight 41,958 92,500 41,958 92,500
Tank weigh_i___H2)
fraction Wtank 0.196 0.196 0.2h03 0.2403
using a baseline cost of tH2 of $2.85/GJ ($3/106 Btu). Again, insulation
thickness is the independent variable. The lower curve on both charts is the
difference in airframe amortization over a 50,000 hour life cycle as affected
by aircraft size and weight changes due to carrying insulation of various
thicknesses, and including consideration of the corresponding losses hydro-
gen due to boil off. A portion of the gaseous _vdrogen boiled off in flight
is required to maintain design pressure in the tank. The cost of the GH2
lost through venting is indicated by the difference in the flight boil off
segment. The minimum operating cost is achieved with 127 ms, (5 im) of
insulation thickness in both aircraft designs.
]
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Table 9. LH2 Tank Sizing Allowances i_
(Allowances in percent of as-built volume) M2.2 M2.7
Tank chill-down contraction 0.90 0.90
_ Structure allowance O. 52 0.52
Equipment allowance 0.08 0.08
_ Fluid expansion 104 to 138 kPa (15 to 20 psia) 1.70 1.70
Ullage after expansion 0.30 0.30
i Unusable O. 30 O.30
! _ Pressurant gas 1.77 1.77
Vented boil-off 1.38 1.63
E: Total allowance 6.95 7.20
E Effective density . densit_ at I_ psia ibi :: of Tanked LH2 total allowance % 4.1272 4.118
_ " I + i00
' I
]
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43.3.5 LH2 Fuel Losses - A sunmary of the total fuel losses for the Mach 2.2
and 2.7 aircraft is shown in Table i0. The boil-off lo_ses are based on an
insulation thickness of 5 inches as described in the previous paragraph.
The fuel quantities listed are for the minimum gross weight aircraft meeting
FAR 36 and described in subsequent sections.
Table 10. LH2 Unusable Fuel and Boil-off Losses
M2-2 M2.7
Unusable - Tank % 0.30 0.30
Unusable - Lines % 0.40 0.40
Pressurant Gas % 1.77 1.77
_ Vented Boil-off % 1.38 1.63
_ Total % 3.85 4.10
Total Mission Fuel kg 46,113 45,668
_ (ib) (101,660) (100,679)
_ Total Unusable and kg 1,775 1,873
Boil-Off* (ib) (3,914) (4,128)
d
Total Fuel kg 47,888 47,541
(ib) (i05,574) (i04,807)
W
Included in "STANDARD ITEMS" in ASSET Weight statement.
3.4 Weight Parameters
As stated in the Technical Approach, Section 2, the philosophy for this
study was to make the design and technology basis for the subject LH2 vehi-
_ i cles identical to that used for the Jet A fueled designs from the "Cruise
1 Speed Study" of Contract NASI-II940 (Reference 2). This resulted in greater
! use of advanced composites than that for the "LH2 AST Concept Study" of Con-
' , tract NAS 2-7732 (Reference i). Greater use of advanced composites results
_ in significant weight reductions for each structural component as shown in
Table I (Section 2). The percentage use of composites in the LH2 fueled
Mach 2.7 and 2.2 airplane designs of the present study was the same a_ that
shown in Table i for the Advanced Technology Cruise Speed Study airplane.
_ Two other differences incorporated in the design of the LH2 aircraft
during the present study, which were significant changes from the design of
59
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the original study, were the result of i) a decrease in allowable stress of
the 2219 aluminum alloy used in design of the LH2 tanks, and 2) an increase
in thickness of the rigid, closed-cell plastic foam used for cryogenic
insulation on the external surfaces of the tanks. The basis for these
changes is discussed in Section 3.3. Briefly, the allowable stress was
reduced to reflect use of more realistic fatigue allowables, and the increase
in cryogenic insulation thickness was the result of consideration of economic
factors in a tradeoff of insulation weight with the amount of gaseous hydro-
gen lost through boil-off. Both of these changes obviously increase the
inert weight of the aircraft and thus affect the improvement resulting from
increased use of composites.
The various weight parameters employed to represent the weight of the
wing of the subject LH2 fueled aircraft were derived primarily from the
results of the Arrow-Wing Structures Study (AWSS) of Reference 3. That
study was an analytical investigation performed to provide data to support
the selection of the best structural concepts for the design of a near-term
, Jet A fueled Mach 2.7 supersonic cruise aircraft wing and fuselage primary
structure. To arrive at proper projections for airframe structural mass for
advanced technology supersonic cruise aircraft, similar designs using graph-
ite- and boron-polyimide composites were evaluated. Data derived from that
study, plus the design parameters and requirements identified below, were
i used to develop primary wing structure weights for the LH2 fueled super-
sonic cruise aircraft of the present study.
The importance of the various interactive parameters that influence the
design of a Jet A fueled supersonic cruise aircraft with a prescribed arrow-
wing configuration employing chordwise-stiffened, beaded surface panels and
submerged composite reinforced spar caps were identified as follows:
(1) The wing design parameters, Figure 41, were categorized by three
distinct zones:
_ • The tip structure was stiffness critical and sized to meet
the flutter requirements, i
L!
• The aft box and the more highly loaded portion of the forward
box structures were strength-designed to transmit the wing
spanwise and chordwise bending moments and shears, i!
@
• The forward box structural-sizing resulted in surface panels
and substructure components with active minimum gage con- i
straints. Foreign object damage was the governing criteria iI
for selection of minimum gage.
(2) The design conditions which displayed the maximum inplane surface }
panel loads are identified in F_<_ure h2. An exception is the tip !
structure which was stiffness critical for the Math 1.85 condition.
Although the start-of-cruise condition (Mach 2.7) has the highest i_ I
value of inplane loading, combination with the appropria_ pressure J
6o
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loads results in the symmetric maneuver condition at Mach 1.25
designing the wing in the forward and aft box region.
(3) The Jet A fueled superson_a cruise aircraft displayed critical
loads at Math numbers wherein the structural temperatures do not
influence the design sppreciably. Although Figure 43 indicates
a major area of Dhe wing lower surface impacted by the thermal
environment, analysis of the surface panels and substructure using
the applicable load-temperature environment results in the sym-
metric maneuver condition at Mach 1.25 as the critical design
condition. The resulting designs, however, were very similar in
geometry and structural mass. The upper surface in the forward
box was constrained by the minimum gage criteria.
For the LH2 fueled Mach 2.7 aircraft, several distinct changes are evi-
dent. The wing loading is reduced from 3.29 kPa (68.7 lb/ft 2) for the Jet A
fueled aircraft (Reference 3) to 2.56 kPa (53.5 lb/ft 2) for the LH2 fueled
aircraft (Reference 1), the wing area of the LH2 design is much smaller, and
the LH2 fuel is carried in fuselage tanks, in lieu of in the wing. This min-
• imizes the beneficial effect of inertial r_lief; however, the surface panels
for the LH2 fueled aircraft are near-minimum gage since the effect of fuel
pressures which had a strong influence on surface panel sizing for the Jet A
: fueled aircraft no longer apply.
The wing tip region of the LH2-fueled aircraft is presumed to be stiff-
ness-critical, thus the unit weights were considered invariant.
AFTBODY SHELL
• MACH 2.7 START-OF-CRUISE
WING LOWER SURFACE • BENOING
' • MACH 2.7 START4:)F-CRUISE /
. ./"-7,//FOR.OO__.E_L \ j-_-' '. /-/
• MACH 2.7 OPERATING \ /.:'."_,_ .... ./ ./", /
• HOOP TENSION k --_'_'-- I"_,"] , - ;'i'+-" I
_':" _'" -<:." I z"_/ '
, i " J I I"" /.. :
t \
" CENTERNODY SHELL t ',
' _
• lltACH 2.7 START.OF.CRUISE , .
; • COIDItEalON ..
• MACH 17 START-OF-CRUISE
• COMPRE_N , !
Figure 43.- Mach 2.7 Thermal Environment Considerations
j
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i iSunnnarized in Table ii are the pertinent parameters associated with the
t primary wing box structure weights. A comparison of the AWSS results (Jet A ifueled) with the LH2 fueled aircraft is shown. Only the substructure unit
_ weights in the forward box are reduced from thc Jet A fueled weights by the
T wing loading ratio (53.5/68.7 = 0.78) since the panel structure is near-
L minimtml gage. For the aft box/transition substructure a factor of 0.65 is
applied. This further reduction is warranted, over the wing loading change,
because of the greatly reduced span of the LH2-fueled aircraft. A compari-
i I son of relative surface spanwise loads is shown in Figure 44. _
The following featureb are common to both the Jet A and LH2 fueled SCV's i_
_ _ compared in this study insofar as weight representation is concerned:
&
I
_ • No APU
_ I • No allowance for customer options
• Weight of cargo containers included in payload
I I • Very austere furnishings weight allowance.
I The items which account for the significant weight differences betweenthe ref rence Jet A and the LH2 fueled aircraft of this study are shown in
_ i I the following list. The provisions made to account for the weight difference
required for the LH2 vehicles are defined.
_ • Body - Added 6% of Jet A body weight for doub]e-deck passenger cabin
and two extra pressure bulkheads [The weight increment (AW) is
, _ approximately 1089 kg (2400 Ib).]
• Landing - length landing gear inGear 180" extended strut of main
lieu of 160" to provide for an adequate scrape angle with a longer
I body• [_W _ 499 kg (ii00 ib).]
• Engine - M2.7 LH2 engine weight/thrust (SLS) = 0.13751 Ib/Ib
in lieu of 0.142859 lb/lb for
I the Jet A design
- M2.2 LH2 engine welght/thrust (SIS) = 0.13498 lb/lb
_ in lieu of 0.142859 ib/ib for
i f Jet A
_ 6 • Fuel System - Added 80% to weight of comparable Jet A fuel system forinsulation and/or vacuum tubin ar und fuel lines. [_W _ 907 kg
(2000lb).]
! • Integral LH2 Tanks - Added 0.0958 x weight of LH2 fuel (WLH_) for
tank ends and support structure (included in "body" weight)_
_ [aW = 4375 kg (9645 ib) for min. WG M2.7 aircraft.]
! • Unaaable Fuel and Boiloff (% of usable fuel weight)
M2.7 = 4.10; M2.2 = 3.85, in lieu of 0.89 for Jet A design
i
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AW_..,SIk LH2SCV,,
'_TO" k9 (lb) 340,200 (750,000) 166,920 (368,000)
WING AREA m2 (ft 2) 1015 (10,923) 639 (6880)
(T/C) EFF 0.0265 0.030
(WIS)To kg/m2 (Io/ft 2) 335 (68.7) 261 153.5)
* FROM REFERENCE 3
,I,,I, FROM R*:FERENCE 1
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4. AIRC_ SYNTHESIS
f
! , Frevinus secti_ns have described the basic pr_f_ulsion, aerodynamic, and
_ weight inputs tc_the ASgET aircraft synthezis pr_gran.. This section describers
: , _. the logic used in generati,_n _t'the parametric data an] selectir,n _,fthe final
aircraft.
t_ The optimization of an aircraft to meet the takeoff perfo_ance, n_ise,
and landing approach speed constraints inw_lves consiclerati_m ,,fthe f,Ii wing
_: independent variables:
i_" i. Wing loading
_i 2. Thrust-to-weight
3. Optim_ duct burnin_ temperature used in take-off, climb and cruise.
In addition, the noise constraints of F_ 36, F_ 36 minus 5 dB, and
F_ 36 minus _, require selection of the t_e-off th_st level, the altitude,
and _ount of power cut back that are necessa_. F_ther limitations are
_posed by F_ 36, Section C36-7 which states that, for fo_-engined ai_lanes,
no cutback is allowed _low 213 m (700 _) and that a_nim_ climb gradient
of zero must be maintained with one engine out at this reduced power level.
_ _e highest th_st level possible d_ing the gro_d run, while meeting the
m_im_ sideline noise constraint, increases the altitude at the 6.48 km
(3.5 n. mi.) flyover meas_ing point. Selection of the _st balance between
the takeoff t_ust level and the po_r cut back, minimizes _th sideline
il and flyover noise levels as the airera_ climbs out of the _ound attenua-
? tion effect. Sin_e the s_Ject LH2 foeled aircra_ weighs less th_
_ 272,160 kg (600,000 ib), the allowable no_se levels are a function of the
, gross weight _d require _ iterative procedure to meet the desired noise
_ levels for each predicted weight. _e procedure _d results of the t_e-off
noise analysis are further described for _th the Mach 2.7 _d 2.2 aircra_
in following sectigns.?
Table 12 illustrates the ten ,teps involved in the fin_ selection pro-
_ cess. In most caees, the sa_le curves shown _e repeated in the foll_ing
sectio_ for _th the _ch 2.7 and 2.2 aircra_.
5. _CH 2.7 AIRC_FT
i 5.1 Configuration Description
2
I The general arrangement of the liquid hydrogen (LH2) fueled Math 2.7 iminim_ gross weight airplane is sho_ in Fibre 45. It is basically the same
I configuration as described for the C_ 1701-7-I airplane in Reference ], the
i final report of the original study of LH2 fueled supersonic transport a_rcraft
" { 67
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Table ].2
PARAMETRIC STUDY LOGIC
[
I1.1 SYNTHESIZE AIRCRAFT FOR SPECIFIED l DBT- 13eT°K12460°R) W
T/W AND W/S MATRIX THAT SATISFY J "_
FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS: Gw
RANGE - 4200 n.mi.
_ PAYLOAD 49000 Ibs
i MAX DBT - 2460°R_ T_
DBT- 1361°K 124_0°R)
VAp P - 81.3 mlt 11_ kts)
(2.) DETERMINE W/S REQUIRED FOR VAp P- w _
158 kts USING LANDING PERFORMANCE _"
FROM Ill.
_r _
13.1SYNTHESIZE AIRCRAFT FROM II1 THAT oBT- 13¢PK 12_0%1
SATISFY APPROACH CONSTRAINT, vA_ - al.3 m/, IIBI k,,J
! VAp p - 158 kt$, USING W/S FROM 121. ew
i* - --0 OII1"- 13a7eK124eOeR)11MIkt_
;_ 14.) DETERMINE MINIMUM TAKEOFF NOISE
i LEVELS FOR AIRCRAFT FROM 13). AT.O. ---
NOllE
_-,o
T_
; i 15.) SYNTHESIZE AIRCRAFT THAT SATISFY
TAKEOFF NOISE CONSTRAINTS USING OlIT - 1_Tax 1241o°m
VAp P - IIt_l mls ItM kts)
T/W FROM 141AND W/S FROM 121. _o
T.O. NOISE - FAR 36 _w
T.O. NOISE - FAR 36 - 5 EPNdB
.O. NOISE - F R 36 - 10 EPNdB
2 "
e
: N
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Ti !,_
!__ TabLe 12
_ PARAMETRIC STUDY LOGIC (Cc)ntlnued)
_r
i i °
._ _ 16.1 DETERMINE MAX DBT FOR AIRCRAFT RNM
!._ FRo.cs)T.AT.AX,.,ZEnANGE
DBT!f
_ _ DBT - 1367°K 12460°R1
_ _[ OoeT-o,T
17.1 SYNTHESIZL AIRCRAFT USING T/W
FROM (4), DBT FROM (6), AND W/S GW
i ! [ FOR VApP- 81.3 m/$ (158 kt$)
._ [ - -..-- DST- 136_°K4_0°R)
(8.) REFINE T/W REQUIRED TO MEET TAKEOFFNOISE CONSTRAINTS USING AIRCRAFT _T.O.FROM (7). NOiSe
IP
L T_ _
_ _ _ DBT - 13870K 124eO°R) ,_
! [ I ° .
19.1 SYNTHESIZE AIRCRAFT USING T/W VApP- s_.3m/,.58 k,,)_ ;_! _ FROM 181,DBT FROM (61, AND W/S
i _[_ FOR VApp . 81.3 m/, (158 k,$) (;w _O
! ':: T/W _?
! [ orr- orr .,oVAp P "11.3 m/11168 k'ct)
110.1SYNTHESIZE AIRCRAFT THAT SATIS_=Y qw _ :
"_ FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS: _u_.
MINIMUM TOGW, NOISE FAR 36
MINIMUM FUEL, NOISE FAR 36 I I ._
I I
_. MINIMUM DOC, NOISE FAR 36 I I
T.O. NOISE- FAR 36 - 6 EPNdB ooc _
T.O. NOISE - FAR 36 - 10 EPNd8 r-"---o'-'w !
• _ I I I
: I T/W
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performed by Lockheed-California Company for NASA-Ames Research Center. As
illustrated in Figure 46, passengers are carried in the same double-deck
arrangement located amidships as in the previous design. Liquid hydrogen fuel
is contained in insulated, integral tanks located both forward and aft of the
passenger compartment. The double-lobe cross section of the fuselage, which
_ was found to be structurally and volumetrically efficient for both passenger
! seating and fue_ containment purposes, was retained.
I Except for the hydrogen tanks, the fuselage is basically conventional
skin/stringer/fr_ne _ype construction using titanium alloy reinforced withboron-polyimide in critical areas. The floor between the upper and lower
j passenger compar_men*_ is located between the cusps of the double-lobe cross
j _ section where it also serves as a tension tie to counteract the dnba!anced
pressure load between the two s_des of the plessurized cabin.
The _ntegral fuel tanks, which serve as both fuel containers and fuselage
structure., are a welded structure of 2219 aluminum skin, stiffened with inte-
gral long_tudira] stringers, and stabilized with circumferential frames.
Apc_oximately every 5.08 m (200 in.) along the length of the tank there is
a diaphragm baffle to control fuel slosh. An aluminum--bonded honeycomb sand-
wich panel located between the cusps of the double-lobe tanks, similar to the
floor in the passenger compartment, is used to react the unbalanced pressure
Loads and also to serve as a walk-way for routine inspection and maintenance
! ;
ol the tank. The _ank ends are modified elliptical shapes to minimize the
interconnect distance between the tanks and the adjacent structure. The inter-
connect structure is a truss framework using t_es made of fibervlass rein-
fc _ed with boron filament.
The tank thermal protection system is a little different from that used
in the previous study (see Section 3.3 for a detailed description). Basically
it consists of a layer of closed-cell foam material bonded to the tank
exterior surfaces for cryogenic insulation, and a fiberglass/polyimide honey-
._ comb core faced with graphite/Kevlar/polyimide surfaces to serve t_.e combined
functions of heat shield and damage-resistant external surface of the airplane.
The wing has the arrow-p]anform and section prescribed by NASA-Langley
Research Center for all of their supersonic cruise vehicle advanced technology
studies. The structural arrangement is identical to that evolved from the
study of Reference 3, modified to account for the
(
• smaller wing area,
• lower wing loading, and
• elimination of fuel in the wing (no load r_lief)
which are characteristic of the differences between Jet A and LH2 fueled 8it-
craft. The thin, flexible, highly _wept and cambered wing is carried as a
continuous structure under the fuselage, except at the forward apex.
i
!
!_ !
7O
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CHARACTERISTICS" WING HOR/Z TAlL FIJ3 VEPT, TAIL _ VERT. T,,Im_
AREA M'(SQFT) ;,ja;,4(;,_sz) 340_(3_7) _7.74 (,_/.0) is.39 (/_sT)
ASPECT RATI0 r _ 07 I. 707 o. £/7 0 s/7
SPAN M _FT) 34.,7 C/13.1) 7._a (zJr.o) 3 02 (9.a) Z.e_ (_._)
ROOT CHOROM_IN) 47_3 ha75z) 7.29 (2aTZ) 9 53 (JT# .3) J09 (3.¢8O)
TiP CHORD M_IN_ s49 (z/s0) /.(,4 (_,s._) z /._ (a=; 3) /.82 C71._)
TAPER RATIO o//35 o z_.._ o z_ o zo
MAC M_IN) zg.2_(,/Jr3.J) .,,-o_ (,_:p,J) _._, (z_o.m9) _e6 C2,_; _)°
SWEEP-RADIAN_0EG) i 2_Z( 74) /.05,9 (_0._4) /./..90 (_@.2) / 29/ (TJ4Z)
nAOiAN(DEGJ 1.23¢ (70.84) ....
RAOtAN(DEG) /.047 (_,0) -- -- --
DE..,_IG/V G,_O_._ W_IGHT - / 7.9, 133 _¢G. ('394, .914 LB5 )
POt,4/[,_ _LANT-3C_" LHa M_,7 DUCT BURNING TURBOFAN
U'NIN..CFALLED THFPCIST- 234,_39 NEWTONJ (..¢2_Q/,9 LB3 )
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i_pu_o__.'_ "" 1976010013-0
-- -- I. THIS OES/GN DEVELOPEO ON _OMPUTE_ G_APH/E_
. ") D_v'ff NO cz 17ol-i/,.,,*v/,3v=,, q$,,'$
--.-- i._,4I (44,o)
_ Flgure L5. General Arrangement -
,- M2.7 LH2 SCV
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' Figure h6. Interior Arrangement -
i_.T LH2 SCV
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The wing skin is titanium alloy and its structural framework is a series i
I of spanwise beams located approximately 20 in. apart throughout the main
load-carrying area. The beams are extruded titanium alloy spar caps, rein-
forced with boron-polyimide, to which are welded titanium t_es to form a :_
I trusswork. The outer wing panels are a titanium faced, titanium core,al minum brazed hon ycomb.
i The empennage structure is similar to that of the wing outer panels.Flight control and high lift devices for the CL 1701-9-1, as shown in
Figure 45, are the same as those for the CL 1701-7-1 aircraft from Reference i. _
I Pitch control is obtained from an all-moving horizontal stabilizer with a
geared elevator while yaw control is provided by a fuselage-mounted, all- "_
moving vertical tail with a geared rudder.
A fixed vertical fin is located on each side of the wing for high speed
directional st_ility. The outer _ng includes ailerons for roll control at
!_ low speed _dKrueger leading edge fl_s for use at s_sonic _d transonic :_
_! I speeds. Plain spoilers ne_ to the fuselage are used for deceleration on theI ground. The Fowler inboard trailing edge fl_s increase lift _ low speeds
while fl_erons function, dependent on speed, as either high li_ or roll
_ I control devices.
i Wing-mounted main landing gears retract forward into the _ng Just out-
i _ard of the fuselage. Fo_ duct-burning t_bo-fanengines, each with
i 2S_,9_0 N (52,820 ib) of uninstalled thrust, are mounted in under_ng pods.
The engines are equipped _th axisymmetric inlets _d thrust reversers.
I I 5.2 Parametric Data Results
I Figures 47 and 48 show the original matrix of 40 aircraft in terms cf
i gross weight and fuel consumption for v_ious thrust-to-_ig_s and _ng load-
ings with a maximum duct burning temperature (DBT)of IS67° K (2460° R). The
I dashed l ne indicat s the locus of those aircra_ mee ing the maximum appr chs_ed of 81.3 m/s (158 KEAS) which is determined by the block fuel consumption
_d the take-off _ng loading. Figure h9 shows the effect of various fuel
prices on DOC for aircra_ meeting the 81.3 m/s constraints and indicates a
I very slight shi_ in the optimum T/W for minimum DOC. From these plots threepreli_nary aircra_ meeting FAR 36 c_ be selected; one each for _nimum gross
_ight, _nimum _el and minimum DOC.
I Takeoff Jet noise was determined for a paramr_tric fami_ of aircra_ hav-
ing engines desired for a maximum duct burning t_mperat_e of (IB67° K (2460° R)
I _d wing sized to meet the l_ding _proach _peed limit. The predicted noise
does not include the effects of _rodynamic, burnec_ compressor or fan noise
sources. The Jet noise suppression used for the analysis was taken from
Figure 29. The thrust setting at brake release, the thrust setting at cut-
I back, the aircraft height at cut-ba_k used for takeoff noise abatement, _dthe maximum climb and cruise DBT's are presented in Figure 50 for narametric
!
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family of aircraft. The thrust setting at rut-back provides a zero climb
_,_radientwith _ne engine in_,p_r_tiv_. Fc_raircraft with T/W less than 0.6;',
r._axlmt_nthrust was used prior to cut-b_ck. The cut-back height was selec_el
to match the FAR 36 sideline and fly_,ver n(_is_ 4ecrements. For aircraft with
T/W greater than 0.62, the height at cut-back was held at 213 m (700 _'e_-t )
and the thrust settin_,_ at brake release was adjusted t_ match the FAR _6 si,i_-
line and f_y_ver noise decrements. The resultinK matched FAR "16 sideline ahl
flyover noise decrements are presented in Figure 51 f,>r the parametric :'::mi y
of aircraft. The discontinuity in the curve reflects the discontinuance of
duct burning. Below the break, no duct burning occurs. .,
Figure 52 shows the range of the FAR 36-10 aircraft (T/W = 0.834) when the
mission is flown with wmious levels of maximum duct burning temperature (DBT).
From this plot, the optimum DBT of 1033° K (1860° R) was selected and the air-
craft resized to a 7783 km (4200 n.mi.) range to produce the final FAR 36-10
aircraft.
Table 13 summarizes the characteristics of the final five selected air-
craft. %_,esensitivity of the Mach 2.7 aircraft to noise reduction shows that
up to 5 EPNdB can be met with essentially no penalty in terms of the critical
DOC parameter and with very little increase in gross weight or aircraft price.
A reduction to -i0 EPNdB will penalize the gross weight by 14 percent, the DOC
by I0 percent and the price by 19 percent relative to the -5 EPNdB aircraft
because of the high thrust (engine weight) required to allow the power cut-
back (47[_)necessary to meet the noise constraint. Comparison of the data also
indicates that there is very little difference between the first four aircraft.
The maximum gross weight spread is only 2.2 percent while the block fuel con-
sumption is 2.6 percent. DOC spread is less than 0.8 percent with the mini-
mum DOC aircraft a good compromise between minimum fuel and minimum gross
weight. It should be noted that no power cutback or throttling during ground
run was required of these aircraft to meet or better the standard FAR Part 36
noise constraint. Cutback and throttling is required, however, for the
minus i0 dB constraint and the optimum DBT is reduced to 644o K (1160° R).
Examination of Table 13 shows the thrust to weight ratios selected for
minimum gross weight (0.535) and minimum DOC (0.580) provide aircraft '_hich
are quieter than FAR 36 by -2.75 and -4._3 EPNdB, respectively. Therefore,
the FAR 36 constraint is not critical for aircraft selected to these two
criteria. Minimum fuel weight is critical with regard to FAR 36-5 and the
thrust-to-weight required (0.620) exceeds that noise specification by
0.95 EP_dB. Aircraft designed to meet FAR 36-10 are noise critical and
require a thrust-to-weight of 0.838 in order to allow the power cutback nec-
essary to meet the -I0 EPNdB constraint.
Figure 53 shows the c.g. travel of the Math 2.7 aircraft with the desired
c.g. at 51 percent of the M.A.C in the mid-cruise weight range.
5.3 Sensitivity Analysis ' •
The minimum gross weight, FAR 36, Mach 2.7 LH2 vehicle was perturbed on _" .
the be_is of range, empty weight, SPC, drag, and payloa._ .o determine its
-i ii
U ':
i ( .
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Table 13. Mach 2.7 LH2 SCV - Aircraft Comparison
7783 km Range - 22,226 kg Payload
Fuel Cost = $2.85/GJ
(S.!. Units) 11
Minimum Minimum Minimum Gross Weight . _
Fuel Wt DOC FAR 36 FAR 36-5 FAR 36-10
Gross Wt. - Ref kg 182,990 180,400 179,130 181,265 206,550
Block Fuel Wt kg 3'7,740 37,950 38,735 37,835 39,970 r}
¢
DOC sea_ km 1.356 1. 350 1.360 1.351 i.487 _.
Airplane Price $10o 47.44 46.36 45.50 46.74 55.63
Wing Loading kg/m2 239.2 240.7 242.6 240.2 235.8 [ }
Thrust/Weight (DBT = 2460° R) N/kg 6.080 5.687 5.246 5.835 8.217
Maximum DBT - Climb and Cruise oR 2460 2460 2460 2460 1860 _J
Maximum DBT - Takeoff oR 2460 2460 2460 2460 1160
Wing Ar_a m2 765 749 740 754 876 _-]
Span m 35.i 34.7 34.5 34.8 37.5 UFuselage Length m 102.8 103.0 103.7 102.9 105.3
Landing Approach Speed m/s
FAR T.O. Field Length m 1597 1704 1853 1661 1740
FAR Landing Field Length m 2387 2384 2377 2387 2411 i}
Average Cruise L/D 7.53 7.49 7.42 7.51 7.60 _.
Average Cruise SFC _r/daN 0.572 0.578 0.585 0.576 0.542
Average Cruise Alt. m 21,640 21,640 21,340 21,640 21,340 _]
Structure Wt* kg 66,980 65,970 65,430 66,310 75,873
Propulsion Wtm° kg 30,310 28,580 26,990 29,210 41,700
Equip. and Furn Wt kg 13,710 13,690 13,690 13,700 13,970 _._
_t_, wt _ 111,010 108,250 106,110 109,210 131,535 i|
Std. + Operating Items kg 5,100 5,100 5,130 5,100 5,260
Operating Empty Wt kg 116,100 113,350 111,240 114,310 136,790
Payload kg 22,226 22,226 22,226 22,226 22,226Zero_,.1w_ _ 138,33013_,570133,465 136,54o 159,o2o i]
Total Fuel kg 44,660 44,830 45,670 44,730 47,_40 U
Take-off Gross Wt kg 182,990 180,400 179,130 181,265 206,550
Actual _Sideline Nol se FAR--A_--3_ EPNdB _ _ 10h. 04 1106._1 _ 107.20 _
._ual .1 100.60 100.06 J
lO5.O3 lO_.98 _
ANolse Reduction EFNdB -5.95 -4.43 -2.75 -_ -i0 _ t
(from FAR 36 ) _iI
Emer_ Utilization kJ 2485 2500 2551 2492 2632seat
Slncludn LH_ tank weight.
*elncludes insulation and heat shield weight. L_
' 1
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I Table !3. Mach 2.7 LH2 SCV - Aircraft Comparison (Continued)
4200 n.mi. Range -.49,000 lb Payload
Fuel Cost = $3/10b Btu (15.48#/lb)
I Customary Units )
(u.s.
I Minimum Minimum Minimum Gross WeightFuel Wt DOC FAR 36 FAR 36-5 FAR 36-i0
Gross Nt - Ref ib 403,410 397,710 394,910 399,615 455,360
i Block Fuel W% ib 83,190 83,670 85,390 83,410 88,110DOC --_ . 2 182 2.173 2.189 2.175 2.392sea_ sml
Airplane Price SlOb 47.hh 46.36 45.50 46.74 55'.63
I Wing Loading ib/ft2 49.0 49.3 49.7 49.2 48.3Thrust/Welght (DBT = 2460° R) - 0.620 0.580 0.535 0.595 0.838
Maximum DBT - Climb and Cruise OR 2,460 2,460 2,460 2,460 1,860
Maximum DBT - Takeoff °R 2,460 2,460 2,460 2,460 1,160
i Wing Area ft2 8,235 8,067 7,962 8,121 9,432
Span ft 115. 113.9 113.1 114.3 123.1
Fuselage Length ft 337.4 337.9 340.2 337.6 345.6
Landing Approach Speed KEAS 158 158 158 158 158
FAR T.O. Field Length ft 5,240 5,590 6,080 5,450 5,710
I FAR Landing Field Length ft 7,830 7,820 7,800 7,830 7,910Average Cruise L/D - 7.53 7.49 7.42 7.51 7.60
_/ib 0.562 0.568 0.575 0.566 0.532Average Cruise SFC
I Average Cruise Aft ft 71,000 71,000 70,000 71,000 70,000
Structure Wt s ib I47,660 145,440 144,255 146,180 167,270
Propulsion Wtse Ib 66,830 63,020 59,500 64,390 91,920
I Equip. and Furn Wt ib 30,230 30,180 30,170 30,200 30,790
Empty Wt Ib 244,725 238,640 233,930 240,770 289,980
Std. + 0peratln_ Items Ib 11,240 II,240 11,300 11,240 11,585
Operating Empty Wt lb 255,960 249,880 245,235 252,010 301,570
i Payload ib 49,000 49,000 49,000 49,000 49,000
Zero Fuel Wt Ib 304,960 298,880 294,235 301,010 350,570
, Total Fuel 98 45 98 83 100,675 98 61 i04,740
Take-off Gross Wt ib 403,410 397,710 394,910 399,615 455,360
I Actual I00 01 i04.04 101.82 ._8.20
Sideline NolseFAR---A_-3_ EPNdB _ _lOS.Oz _ zo'Y6"67_ lo7.2o
Actual 9_ 100.60 102.23 100.06 6._
Flyover Noise _ EPNdB _u_._, 105.03 _ 105."0_" 106.31
I &Noise Reduction EPNdB -5.95 -4.43 -2.75 -5 -I0.
I Energy Utilization _ 4,368 4,393 h,483 4,379 4,626
O
eyacludes _ tankwelght.
I eelncludes ln_u_ation and heat shield weight.
!
I
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_ sensitivity to each of these factors. Figures 54 through 59 show the results :_
! of these excursions, together with sensitivity factors at the design point, _
where appropriate, on gross weight, DOC, price, and total fuel weight.
Figure 54 examines the growth of the point design aircraft on the basis !I _that the design mission range was increased. To accommodate the increased
fuel required the fuselage was allowed to grow in length. In each case the
vehicle is resized and the constraints of approach speed and noise held con- i1stant, Since the landing wing loading is held constant to meet the approach LJ
speed, the takeoff wing loading can be increased slightly as more mission -i_
fuel is consumed. FAR 36 allows increasing takeoff and flyover noise as r-
gross weight i."increased, which results in a slightly higher allowable Jet _
velocity. The result is that the turbofan engine power can be reduced. More '_
usable thrust allows a slight decrease in the installed thrust-to-weight ra_io.._. _
This slightly increases the takeoff field length but it remains well within _ &
the 3,200 m (10,500 ft) constraint. The result of this study shows that the _I i
design range of the Mach 2.7 LH2 vehicle can be greatly extended with a rea-
sonable increase in gross weight (a 28 percent increase for a 2,224 km _"
(1,200 n.mi. ) range increment). For convenience, the sensitivity of each cf i_
the characteristics around the design point, indicated by the circle on the
plots, is listed. For example, the plot of gross weight versus range indi- _i _
cates a growth of about 34 kg (74 ib) in gross weight would be required for i_
every nautical mile increase in design range. __
Figures 55 and 56 illustrate the effect of a change in empty weight as _}_would be the case if equipment or structural weight were to increase or
decrease from the original target weight. Two different situations were
examined. In Figure 55, the assumption is that the vehicle design has not _
been frozen and the option exists to resize the vehicle to accomplish the i!
original mission. This might be the case if, for example, the target wing
weight were exceed by 4,536 kg (i0,000 ib) at the original design gross _.
weight. This causes a subsequent increase in fuel, propulsion, structure, |i
etc. and finally a further increase in the wing itself to maintain the L_
vehicle performance. The sensitivity or growth factor shown is about 1.38 kg
(3.05 ib) of gross weight per kg (ib) of original empty weight change. The _i
sensitivity of DOC, price and fuel required is also shown. Figure 56 assumes L '_. •
that the design gross weight has been frozen and that the fuel available (and
fuel volume) must be adjusted to reflect the change in empty weight. The "_
result is a change of about 0.153 km/kg (0.037h n.mA. per pound) of empty I!
weight change. DOC, and price and fuel sensitivities are also shown.
Figure 57 shows the effect of a uniform change in engine specific fuel _i
consumption (SFC) on total range and DOC. In the range tradeoff the vehicle L_
is not resized bat flies at different ranges as the fuel consumption is varied.
This is a significant sensitivity and allows an increase of i01 km (54.5 n.mi. ) i_
with each 1 percent decrease SFC. The DOC tradeoff is shown to be much less U
sensitive.
Figure 58 is simply the increase in range which would be possible if pay-
load if off-loaded, The increase is about 0.066 km/kg (0.0162 n.mi. per ib)
of payload. When no payload is carried, the airplane has a range capability
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ioC 9,256 km (_,995 n.mi.). It should be noted that as designed, the point
design vehicle is fuel volume limited an_ no additional fuel can be added as
: the payload is reduced as is the case for the conventional, hydrocarbon fueled ._,
aircraft. In the real world, the a_visability of carrying extra tankage %c
: increase flexibility would be a matter of route structure and economics. The -1
method of construction of the vehicle would allow enlargement of the tanks by _..|
a simple fuselage plug within the limits of aircraft st,ren_h and the win_
area selected.
U 'Of equal importance to engine specific fuel consumption i_ the drag level.
Figure 59 shows a change of about 105.6 km (57 n.mi.) distance a_.d0.021_ in
DOC for each drag count. The analysis assumed that the change in nominal _irac H
was applied uniformly to the zero-lif_ frag at all Mach numbers. For refer- L)
ence, the nominal drag level of the M2.7 LH2 SCV in cruise is a_out 157 counts.
T)
5._ Comparison :;ithJet A Design L)
One of the study objectives was to provide designs of L_2 fueled SCV's i
vhich could be compared directly with equivalent hydrocarbon (Jet A) fueled
versions. The ground rules of the subject studM vere modified to provide a
comparable basis for design vith the Jet A fueled SCV developed under Con-
tract NASl-12288 (Reference 2). Table 1M presents a number of relevant fac-
tors to compare characteristics of aircraft designed to carry a payload of
22,226 kg (_9,000 lb) (23_ passengers) 7778 km (h200 n.nLt. ) and cruise at
Mach 2.7. They are designed to the ssae technology state-of-the-art, defined
by the york of Reference 2 u that vhtch is presumed to be available for start
of hardvare development in 1985.
: As seen in the Table_ the LH2 SCV gross veight is approximately 52 per-
cent of the Jet A fueled design. This leads to lover airline operating costs
! for a variety of reasons, e•g•, vheels, tires, and brakes, all sized as _nc-
ttons of gross veight, vhtch are _ong the most significant maintenance cost 11
item. Low gross vetght also minimizes ground handling problems and cost of
equipment. In addition, lov gross veight also means smaller engines since i
engines baslcall_ are sized to provide the thrust/veight ratio needed to meet
takeoff field length requirements, modified as needed to also meet noise lim-
itations. S_kller engines mean lover initial cost as veil as lover mainte-
r_ance costs.
Operating empty veight is 80 percent that of the Jet A vehicle• This
reflects a significant reduction of empty vetght vhieh need not be either .
manufactured (at an avernge cost of about _85/kg ($200/lb) for typical super- (
sonic transport aircraft ) or lifted and accelerated to cruise conditions on
every flight for the life of the aircraft. These results also lead to airline
operating econoates •
0_e of the most interesting items observed in the table is the fact that
there is a factor of 3.93 difference in the total fuel vetght required by the _i
•tvo aArcra_t _vever, the ratio of _he average specific fuel cons_ton _1 ,
(SFC) values during cruise listed in ;',he table is oa.1_ 2.61. It might be t "
]9760] 0013-] 09
Table i_. Comparison of Mach 2.7 Jet A and LH 2 Fueled SCV's
_atto
_I 3_ a IJ_ Je¢ A/LH2
e_yZo_ _ (lb) 2a,a26 (_9,000) 2_,aa6 (kg,ooo)
; _ _ (n.ml.) 7,783 (J_200) 7,783 _,200)
t
Cr_.e Sla,ed (_e,. _ * o_ C) _,eh _.62 2.62
Tueoff 6ro_e _libt kS (1_) 3_5,720 (762,170) 179,130 (3%,910) 1.93
, Operatl_ _y Wei_t k8 (lb) 1_3,900 (_1?,_0) _11,2_0 (2_5,23_) 1._9
level VeliOt., El.oe)t k| (lb) 1_9,960 (330,'J90) 38,7)_ (8_,390) 3.88
To_sl kz (lb} 179,510 (395,750] _5,670 (i00,675) 3.93
level Yolmw s) (f_3) 23T (8,380) 69"2 (2_,L50) 2.92
WI_ Ares m2 (f_2} 1031 (11,0_) 739 (7,952) 1.39
I_ Lo_i_ (V/S)Tsaeoff k¢_ 2 (lblf_2) 335.k (6_.7} 2_2.6 _9.7}
_l_l klJx 2 (lb/f_ 2 ) 189.9 (38.9) 189.9 (38.9)
m (_) _0.7 (1)]._) 3_,._ (_13) 1.18 I
Over_l 14,_ _ (r_) 90.5 t2_7) 103.7 ()_0._) o _'_
L_f_/Pr_ (_rctse) 8.6_ ?._,2 1.17
IPMITakeoff I_e14 Lout'th -, (/_) 2893 (9,k9_) 1853 (6,080) 1.56
fliJI _m4t,ml; flel4 /,4u_h . (P..] 21,32 (7,_80) 2377 (?,800) 1.02
. Welsht Prsetie_s l_rc_t
: 8tru_..re 2%9 _._
_stea 9.9 15.1
I_mm_t e_l Operstta4 Item 5.0 10._
LJ I_ I_
I
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iI expected that the same ratio should apply for both parameters. The fact that
r! there is a higher ratio for the fuel weights than there is for the SFC's, is
_, _ J
largely accounted for by the greatly reduced weight which must be lifted and
accelerated by the hydrogen fueled aircraft. This reduced weight consists of
only weight above, but a?so the much lighter
not the inert factor mentioned
fuel load. The reduced fuel load is mainly attributable to the SFC ratio;
however, it is also favorably affected by the consideration that because the
vehicle is lighter to begin with, for a given L/D it will require less thrustto overcome drag, therefore it will consume proportionately less fuel. It is
seen that the L/D for the LH2 aircraft is lower by almost 14 percent, but its
! I] average weight in cruise is lower by approximately 50 percent, thus leading
[j to the favorable effect on fuel required during the flight.
Examination of the physical characteristics of the aircraft shows _he
il LH2 longer, a span a wing. The wing
SCV to be have shorter and much smaller
_ loading is much lower at takeoff but the same at landing. _ The thrust per
engine is 61 percent that of the Jet A, but the thrust loading (uninstalled
I total thrust, sea level static, standard day condition, divided by gross
weight ) is higher.
iI Another factor of interest to compare the relative desirability of thetwo aircraft is energy expended per available seat mile. The Jet A SCV uses
38 percent more Btu available seat mile than does the LH2 vehicle, viz.,
6189 Btu versus 4483 Btu per seat mile. It should be noted that neither of
ii these numbers includes the energy required to produce the fuels, nor to trans-port them to the airport. Both values represent Just the energy contained in
the fuel required by the respective aircraft to accomplish the given mission.
i_i Table 15 is a comparison of the group weight statement of both aircraft
and shows the penalty paid for LH2 fuel tanks and insulation.
of aircraft. The costs are expressed in terms of 1973 dollars, calculated on
the bases noted. The LH2 SCV aircraft is almost $16 million cheaper than the
" _! comparable Jet A airplane in production, and development is estimated to costI, 670 million dollars less due largely to the lower airframe weight and use of
smiler engines. Direct Operating Cost (DOC) is strongly influenced by the
If cost of the fuel. The values of DOC shown in the table are based on fUel
• If.. costs which were arbitrarily specified for both fuels. In September 1973,
Jet A sold for approximately 3.17_/liter (12_/gal). By September 1975, the
i_• price ha_ risen to 7._5_/liter (28.6_/gai) for domestic and lO.03_/liter
U (36.6_/gaI) for bonded fuel, used by international carriers. The cost of LH2
f
produced in large quantities is_variously quoted at prices from $2.37 to
$4.74/GJ ($2.50 to $5.00 per i0Q Btu=12.9 to 25.8_/ib) delivered to the
If airport.Li
Figure 60 presents a plot of DOC for each type of aircraft as a function
of fuel cost. This showa that a 9.7_/liter (36._/gal) for Jet fuel the air-
lines could afford to pay $_.26/GJ ($_._9 per I0_ Btu) for LH2. It is
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Table 15. G1-oup Weight Statement - Mach 2.7 Jet A and LH2 SCV's t
'_ Jet A LH2 (Min. WG)
| Take-Off Weight (345,721 ) (762,171) (179,133) (394,914 ) !
Fuel Available 179,513 395,752 45,668 100,679 ,
Zero Fuel Weight 166,208 (366,419) 183,465 (294,235) i
Payload 22,226 49,000 22,_26 49,000
Operating Weight 143,981 (317,419) (111,239) (245,235) _ ,
Operating Items 2,479 5,466 2,439 5,376 _ j
Standard Items 2,h20 5,334 2,6q8 5,927 [-!
Empty Weight (139,082) (306,619) (106,112) (233,932) _] _
Wing h7,391 i0h,477 26,24_ 57,858
1.,262 9,33 2,31. 5,17017,7T3 39,181 25,35 (D  5,8950
Landing Gear 11.,069 31,017 8,080 17,812
Surface Controls 3,81.2 8,471 2,089 h,600 i(
Nacelle and Engine Section 2,263 h,989 1,325 2,920
Propulsion (31.,365) (75,761) (26,991) (59,503) 'il
Engines 22,522 1,9,6_1 13,178 29,053 _
Thrust Reversal (in engines) ....
Air Induction System 8,674 19,123 1.,967 10,951 !I
Fue'_system 2,438 5,375 8,222(_) 18,127(_
U
Engine Controls and Starter 732 1,613 622 1,372 _-|
UInstruments _61 i,237 500 i,102
_draullce 2,630 5,799 i ,363 3,001.
Electrical 2,069 1.,562 2,160 1.,761 H
LJ
Avi_Ics 863 1,903 863 1,903
l_ishln_ and Equipment 5,228 II,526 _,228 ii, 526 [!
Environmental Control System 3,76h 8,297 3,573 7,877
Aux£11ary Gear 0 0 0 0
,, ,,,, ,, , , , , , ,,,, ,, , ,, ,,,,, [i
(_) Includes: 10,997 k_ (21.,2h3 lb) of fuel tankage and interconnect structure. U
Con|i|t_ of: 3,388 k_ (7,h70 ib) insulation
_,77_ k_ (6,111 Ib) heat shield
2,062 _4 (_,_6 Ib) fuel |¥stem
I
I
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i Table !6. Cost Comparison: Jet A Versus LH2 Mach 2.7 SCV's
: (Refer to Table lh for vehicle data)
! Aircraft
J
Costs* Jet A LH 2
i RDTaE $106
! Engine 1,001 876
Airframe 3,3hh 2,902
: , Total 4,345 3,778
: [ ,
Production Aircraft, each $ 61,408,000 45,500,000
_i Direct Operating Cost (DOC) # # #
<: seat km seat sm seat km seat sm
(I Flight Crew 0.059 0.095 0.062 0.099
Fuel and 0il 0.682 1.098 0.766 1.233
Insurance 0.096 0.154 0.075 0.120
_ Depreciation 0.308 0.496 0.2h0 0.387
Maintenance 0.275 0.442 0.217 0.350
Total 1.420 2.285 1.360 2.189
Indirect Operating Cost (lOt) 0.559 0.900 0.522 0.840
II *Basis forCosts:
• 1973 dollars
• production of 600 aircraft[I
|_ • passenger load factor = 0.55
• aircraft utilization = 3,600 hrs/ye_r
• fuel cost: Jet A = $1.90/0J ($2110bBtu = 24.8#/gal = 3.68¢Iib).
li LH2 = $2.85/GJ ($31106 Btu = 15.48#Iib).J
U
U
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significant that this comparison, favorable as it is to the hydrogen aircraft,
does not include consideration of cost advantages resulting from the lower
maintenance requirements and the longer llfe anticipated for components on
engines fueled with liquid hydrogen.
An indicated by the divergent lines representing DOC for the two fuels on
Figure 60, the difference in fuel cost which produces equivalent DOC varies
with cost of the fuels. The following expression can be used for the subject
Mach 2.7 SCV aircraft to calculate the differential which can be paid for LH2,
over the selected price of Jet A, to provide parity in direct operating cost.
_CLH 2 0.335 CjA + 0.560
where_CLH 2 = cost increment in $/106 Btu permitted for LH2 to produceequal DOC.
CjA = cost assigned for Jet A fuel in $/106Btu.
i 6. MACH 2.2 AIRCRAFT
6.1 Configuration Description
The general arrangement of the LH 2 fueled Mach 2.2 minimum gross weightairplane is shown in Figure 61. Fundamentally the design is identical to the
Mach 2.7 aircraft described in Section 4.1. The only differences are those
prescribed by the aerodynamic requirements of cruising at Mach 2.2 instead of2.7. Accordingly, the wing and tail surfaces have less sweep, a higher aspect
ratio, and smaller areas. The wing area is smaller for the Mach 2.2 design
because the higher aspect ratio leads to better low speed lift characteristics
and the wing loading can be increased.
Overall dimensions and significant geometric characteristics of the
Mach 2.2 LH2 fueled airplane are shown on the general arrangement drawing,Figure 61. The inbo rd profile, Figure 62, illust tes the passenger seating
arrangement and shows the same relationship between the passenger compartment
and the liquid hydrogen tanks previously described. In fact, the Mach 2.7 and '2.2 airplane designs are identical insofar as the fuselage is concerned,
except for a small difference in length. Since the Mach 2.2 airplane requires
slightly more fuel, the fuel tanks are a total of 0.3048 m (one foot) longer.
I The higher fuel consumption of the Mach 2.2 compared to the Mach 2.7 islargely attributable to the lower cruise efficiency of the 2.2 design as indi-
cated by the cruise parameter M(L/D)/SFC value of 30.5 compared to 34.8 for
I the Mach 2.7.
U
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6.2 Parametric Data Results ;!
Figures 63 and 64 show the original matrix of 40 aircraft in terms of i_
gross weight arl fuel consumption for various thrust-to-weight ratios and wing
loadings with a maximum duct burning temperature (DBT) of 13670 K (2460° R). _
The dashed line indicates the locus of those aircraft meeting the maximum Ll
approach speed of 81.3 m/s (158 KEAS) which is determined by the block fuel
consumption and the take-off wing loading. Figure 65 shows the effect of vari- -1
ous fuel prices on DOC for aircraft meeting the 81.B m/s (158 KEAS) constraint
and indicates a very slight shift in the optimum T/W for minimum DOC. From
these three plots preliminary aircraft meeting FAR 36 can be selected; one
each for minimum gross weight, minimum fuel and minimum DOC. It should be i_
pointed out that this selection of aircraft is based on a maximum DBT of &J
1367° K (2460° R). Subsequent optimization of this temperature and the final
aircraft are presented in the following sections. _i
.J
As with Mach 2.7 aircraft, takeoff' Jet noise was determined for a parame-
tric family of aircraft having engines designed for a maximum duct burning o_
temperature of 1367° K and wing sized to meet the 81.3 m/s landing approach J
speed limit. The Jet noise suppression used for the analysis was taken from
Figure 29. The thrust setting at brake release, the thrust setting at cut
back, and the aircraft height at cut back used for takeoff noise abatement and T_I
the maximum climb and cruise DBT's are presented in Figure 66 for a parametric
family of aircraft. The thrust setting at cut back provides a zero climb
gradient with one engine inoperative. For aircraft with T/W less than 0.643, r,
maximum thrust was used prior to cut back. The cut-back height was selected _
to match the FAR 36 sideline and flyover noise decrements. For aircraft with
T/W greater than 0.643, the height at cut back was held at 213.4 m (700 feet)
' and the thrust setting at brake release was adjusted to match the FAR 36 side- !I
line and flyover noise decrements.
The resulting matched FAR 36 sideline and flyover noise decrements are _]
presented in Figure 67 for the parametric family of aircraft. The disconti- U
nuity at T/W = 0.652 occurs when the thrust at cut back corresponds to the
minimum duct burning thrust setting. T_
Figure 68 shows the range of the FAR 36-5 and -lO aircraft when the
mission is flown with various levels of maximum duct burning temperature (DBT). o
From this plot, the optimum DBT's of 10340 K (1860° R) and 811U K (1460° R) il
were selected and the aircraft resized to a 7783 km (4200 n. mi.) range to pro-
duce the final design. The figure shows a range gain of (280 n. mi.) for the
FAR-10 airplane compared to (i00 n. mi.)for the-5. This is due to the fact Iiithat the higher thrust-to-weight of the -I0 design (i.i) permits climb and
cruise at a lower duct burning temperature than the -5, resulting in a lower
SFC. For example, in cruise the SFC of the -i0 is 0.46 (kg/hr)/daN (0.452 :_
(ib/hr)/ib) compared to 0.495 (0.486) for the -5. This effect is shown in _i
Figure 33, indicating the reduction in 8FC as the thrust (DBT) is reduced
at Mach 2.12. Lt
too
rl
!.3
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Figure 62. Interior Arrangement - M2.2
Lit 2 SCV
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Figure 67. FAR 36 Takeoff Noise Decrement - M2.2
I LH2 SCV. 109
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I of Mach 2.2 aircraft. The aircraft designed for minimum fuel weight ccinci-
dentally was found to be 5 EPNdB quieter than permitted by the FAR 36 specifi-
cation. This aircraft shows a slight decrease in DOC, and increases of 2.9%
I and 6.9%, respectively, for gross weight and price, relative to the FAR 36aircraft. A reduction to -lO EPNdB will penalize the DOC by 15.3%, the gross
weight by 24.7% and the price by 35.7% relative to the FAR 36 aircraft. This
I aircraft required very large engines, a T/W = 1.106, in order to allow thepower cutback needed to meet the noise constraint. Power reduction during
takeoff was required for both the FAR -5 and -10 aircraft, and a reduction in
the maximum design DBT (2_60° R) used in climb and cruise for all aircraft.
The aircraft designed to minimize DOC is a good compromise cons±dering price,
noise, energy utilization and DOC.
Comparison of the sensitivity to noise reduction of the Mach 2.7 and 2.2
aircraft indicates that the Mach 2.7 minimum gross weight aircraft with a
noise reduction level of -2.75 EPNdB, had a growth of 15.3% in gross weight to
meet the -10 noise constraint, or a growth of 2.1% per EPNdB. The Mach 2.2had a growth of 24.7% in going from 0 to -1O EPNdB or 2.47% per EPNdB, only
slightly more than the Mach 2,7. It is reiterated that the engine character-
istics of the subject aircraft were not reoptimized to provide the required
noise reductions. Reoptimization could possibly reduce this penalty by eitherreducing fan pressure ratio or going to a variable cycle approach. Although
beyond the scope of this study, such an exercise would be required to minimize
I the -10 EPNdB noise penalty.
Figure 69 shows the C.G. travel of the Mach 2.2 aircraft indicating the
I desired C.G. at 51% during mid cruise.
6.3 Sensitivity Analysis
I The minimum weight, FAR 36, Mach 2.2 vehicle was perturbed on the basis
of range, empty weight, SFC, drag, and payload to determine its sensitivity
I to each of these factors. Figures 70 thru 71 show the results of theseexcursions, tog ther with approximate sensitivity facto s where appropriate
on gross weight, DOC, price, and total fuel weight.
I Figure 70 growth of point design on
examines the the aircraft the basis
that the design mission range was increased. To accommodate the increased
fuel required the fuselage was allowed to grow in length. In each case the
I vehicle is resized and the constraints of approach speed and noise heldconstant. Since the landing wing loading is held constant to meet the
approach speed, the takeoff wing loading can be increased slightly as more
i mission fuel is consumed. FAR 36 allows increasing takeoff and flyover noiseas gross weight is increased which results in a slightly higher allowable Jet
velocity. The result is that the turbofan engine power can be reduced. More
usable thrust allows a slight decrease in the installed thrust-to-weight.
I This slightly increases the takeoff field length but it remains well withinthe 3,200 m (10,500 ft) constraint. The result of this study shows that the
I iii
l
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i!' Table 17. Mach 2.2 L._2 SCV - Aircraft Comparison ,(s.I.unit,) i,
7783 km Range - 22,226 kg Payload
_, Fuel Cost-$2.85/GJ _!
L|
Minimum Gross Weight
Minimum Minimum _|
Fuel Wt D0C FAR 36 FAR 36-5 FAR 36-10
,, ....
Gross Wt - Ref kg 175,920 172,070 170,970 Same as 213,210
Block Fuel Wt kg 37,_40 38,180 39,600 mln WF h0,960 [i
DOC # i.399 i.389 l.h0h _' i.619
LS
seat km
Airplane Price $106 hh.90 43.12 42.Ol 57.02 I_
LJ
Wing Loading kg/m2 298.8 301.7 305.6 291.0
Thrust/Weight (DBT-1366oc) N/kg 7.286 6.37h 5.560 i0.8h5
Maximum DBT - Climb and oR 1860 2060 2260 i_60 ii
cui.. LJ
_ Maximum DBT-Takeoff oR 1960 2hlO 2_60 Min. DBT r
Win, Ares m2 589 570 559 733 _i
: Span m 34.8 35.3 33.9 38.9
:_ Fuselage Len_h m 102.3 102.7 10h.0 106.5 L _I
Landing Approach Speed m/S
FAR T.O. Field Length m 138_ i_30 1611 I 1372 _ I
FAR Landing Field Length m 2h89 2h20 2hll 2h73
Average Cruise L/D 7.h3 7.35 7.25 ! 7.85 I i
Average Cruise SFC kg_da_ 0.495 0.513 0.531 0.460
L
Average Cruise Aft M 18288 18288 17983 18898
Structure Wt_ kg 61,130 59,710 59,2h0 7h,460 i
Propulsion Wt ss kg 30,710 27,7_0 2_,600 ! h9,090 [-I
Equip. and Furn. W_ kg 12,780 1_,750 12,7_0 13,170
_pty Wt kg i0_,620 i00,210 97,600 136,720
• Btd.+ Operatin, Items kg _,980 h,985 5.030 _,235 _)
Operating Dapt¥ _t kg i09,600 105,190 102,630 i_i,960
P_loeA k_ 22,226 22,226 22,226 22,226
Zero Fuel _t k_ 131,820 127,h20 12h,860 16h,180
Total Fuel kg _h,090 _,650 _6,110 b9,025
T_e-off Gross Wt kS 175,910 172,070 170,970 231,210
A_tual
lOT, 30Aetu_1 101.6_
F1Move*" nolse _ _PNdB
6/folee ReduetAon EI_dB -_ -3.05 0 -I0 _
(tr_a FA_ 36)
k_
Znerll:r Utilisation _ 21_72 2_11_ _608 2697
,,,, , , , , ,, ,j ||
Uelaeludes I_ tank weight.
eeIneludee in|ula_lon and heat shield weight.
.. . ........... , r ,
1
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Table 17. Mach 2.2 LH 2 SCV - Aircraft Comparison (Continued)
I (U.S. Customary Units)
4200 n.mi. Range -_9,000 ib Payload
I Fuel Cost = $3/10 Btu (15.48_/ib)
o
Minimum Gross Weight
Minlmt_m Minimum '
I Fuel Wt DOC i FAR 36 FAR 36-5 FAR 36-10
i I I i
Gross Wt - Ref ib 387,825 379,3_0 376,920 Saae as h70,030
I Block Fuel Wt ib 82,760 8_,180 87,300 Min WF 90,290
_oc _ _._1 _._36 _._9 _.60_
seat _i
I Airplane Price $106 I _h.90 h3.12 h2.Ol 57.02Wing Loading lblft2 61.2 61.8 62.6 59.6
Thrust/Weigh_ (DBT'2h60°R) - 0.7h3 0.650 0.567 1.106
Maximum DBT - Climb and OR 1,860 2,060 ! 2,260 1,460
i Cruise
Maximum DBT - Takeoff OR 1,960 2,blO 2,460 Min. DBT
Wing Area ft_ 6,6_0 6,13h 6,020 7,892
i Span ft 11_.3 112._ iii.3 127.5Fuselage Length 33 5 337 1 3_1 2 3_9
Landing Approach Speed KEAS 158 1_8 158 158
i FAR T.O. Field Length ft 4,_0 h,690 _,28_ 4,500
i FAR Landing Field Length ft i 7,970 7,9h0 7,910 8,115
i
I Average Cruise L/D - ._3 i .3_ . _ 7.85
Average Cruise SFC _llb 0._86 O.50_ 0.522 0._52
I Average Cruise Alt f_ 60,000 60,000 59,000 62,000
Structure St* Ib 13_,760 131,6_0 130,600 16_,150
i Propulsion Wt#e ib 67,710 61,170 56,_O 108,225Equip. and Furn. Wt Ib 28 18 28 1 28 120 29,0_0
Empty Wt lb I 230,650 220,920 21_,170 301,_i0
Std.-+ Operating Items ib i 19,97_0 10,990 11:090 ii,5_0
I , Operating _pty W_ lb 2_1,520 231,910 226,260 312,950Payload ib 49,000 _9,000 _9,000 hg,000
Zero Fuel Wt lb 290,620 280,910 275,260 361,950
Total Fuel ib 97,210 98._0 101,660 108,080
I Take-o_ Gross _ ib 387,825 379,3_0 376,920 _70,030
Actual _. h _ _.66 97.30Sideline noise _ E_dB zu_.,_ A_._ 107.30
A t,ual . 8 ' 0 6Flyover noise _ EPNdB
Noise Reduction EI_4B -_ -3. O_ 0 -10
I (fl.om FAR 36)
• neraw Uttlisa ton _ _3h_ _19 _83 _I ,1'71'0
I I -- -- - sea: n.n;, , ,,I SZncludes LH_ tank wel|ht.
Lieznolude,in;tio.. ,hield
!
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design range of the Mach 2.2 LH2 vehicle can be greatly extended with only a
I reasonable increase in gross weight (a 31 percent _ncrease for a 1,200 n. mi.
range increment). For convenience, the sensitivity of each of the character-
istics around the design point, indicated by the circle on the plots, is
I listed. For example, the plot of gross weight vs range indicates a growthof about 77.2 Ib in gross welght would be required for every nautical mile
increase in design range.
I Figures 71 and 72 illustrate the effect of a change in empty weight as
would be the case if equipment or structural weight were to increase or
decrease from the original target weight. Two different situations were
I examined. In Figure 71, the assumption is that the vehicle design has notbeen frozen and the option exists to resize the vehicle to accomplish the
original mission. This might be the case if, for example, the target wing
I weight were exceeded by 4536 kg (i0,000 ib) at the original design grossweight. This causes a subsequent increase in fuel, propulsion, structure,
etc., and finally a further increase in the wing itself to maintain the
vehicle performance. The sensitivity or growth factor shown is about 1.27 kg
l (2.79 ib) of weight pound of original empty weight change. The
gr_ss per
sensitivity of DOC, price and fuel required is also shown. Figure 72 assumes
that the design gross weight has been frozen and that the fuel available
I (and fuel volume) must be adjusted to reflect the change in empty weight.The resu t is a change of bo t 0.034 n. mi. per pound of empty weight change,
DOC, price and fuel sensitivities are also shown.
I Figure 73 shows the effect of a uniform change in engine specific fuel
consumption (SFC) on total range and DOC. In the range tradeoff the vehicle
is not resized but flies at different ranges as the fuel consumption is varied.
I This is a significant sensitivity and allows an increase of 50 n. mi. witheach 1 percent decrease SFC. The DOC tradeoff is shown to be much less
sensitive.
I Figure 74 is simply the increase in range which would _e possible if
payload is off-loaded. The increase is about 0.067 km/kg (0.0163 n. mi,
I per lb) of payload. It should be noted that as designed, the point designvehicle is fuel volume limited and no additional fuel can be added as the
payload is reduced as is the case for the conventional, hydrocarbon fueled
aircraft. In the real world, the advisability of carrying extra tankage to
I increase flexibility would be a matter of route structure and economics. Themethod of construction of the vehicle would allow enlargement of the tanks by
a simple fuselage plug within the limits of aircraft strength and the wing
I area selected.
Of equal importance to engine specific fuel consumption is the drag level.
Figure 75 shows a change of about 77.6 km (41.9 n. mi.) distance and 0.0145
in DOC for each drag count. The analysis change
assumed that the in nominal
drag was applied uniformly to the zero-lift drag at all Mach nuabers.
U
U II?
U
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TFigure 7_. R_u_e Sensitivity to Peorlosci - H2.2 t_42 SCV.
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Figure 75. Sensitivity to Drag Level - M2.2. LH2 SCV.
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6.4 Comparison with Jet A Design
As with the Mach 2.7 aircraft, Table 18 presents a comparison of the
minimum gross weight LH2 Mach 2.2 aircraft to the Jet A vehicle designed to
the same technology and-ground rules. The LH2 SCV gross weight is 56 percent,
and the operating empty weight is 84 percent that of the Jet A SCV. The total
fuel required differs,by a factor of 3.50 while the SFC ratio is 2.47.
Another factor of interest to compare the relative desirability of the i :
two aircraft is energy expended per available seat mile. The Jet A SCV uses I
24 percent more Btu/available seat mile than does the LH2 design, viz.,
3,227 kJ/seat km (5,672 Btu/seat n.mi.) vs 2,608 kJ/seat km (h,583 Btu per _!
seat mile). It should be noted that neither of these numbers includes the :I
energy required to produce the fuels, nor to transport them to the airport.
Both values represent Just the energy contained in the fuel required by the
respective aircraft to accomplish the given mission. _i :
Table 19 is a comparison of the group weight statement of both aircraft
and shows the p_nalty paid for LH2 fuel tankage and insulation. _I
Table 20 lists some pertinent cost data for comparison of the two types
of aircraft. The costs are expressed in terms of 1973 dollars, calculated :,
on the bases noted. The LH2 SCV aircraft is $9.8 million cheaper than the i1
comparable Jet A airplane in production, and development is estimated to cost
200 million dollars less.
Figure 76 present_ a plot of DOC for both aircraft as a function of fuel
cost. This shows that for the subject Mach 2.2 aircraft, at 9.7C/liter
(3_.6¢/gal) for Jet fuel the operators could afford to pay $3.72/GJ ($3.92 per
lO° Btu) for LH2. The general expression to represent the cost differential
which can be paid for LH2 over the cost of Jet A fuel, and still produce
parity of D0C for the Mach 2.2 SCV's is A
ACLH 2 = 0.197 CjA + 0.400
where cost of both fuels is expressed in $/106 Btu.
{
The general comments made in Section 5.4 for the Mach 2.7 aircraft apply •
equally to tL= Mach 2.2 design, i}
[1
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Table 19. Group Weight Statement -Mach 2.2
Jet A and LH 2 SCV's .... 7 !
.J
Jet A LH2 (Min. WG)
kg ib kg Ib I
,!
Takeoff Weight (305,322) (673,108) (170,970) (376,917)
Fuel Available 161,204 355,388 46,113 101,660 I
Zero Fuel Weight (144,118) (317,721) (124,857) (275,257) _"
Payload 22,226 49,000 22,226 49,000
Operating Weight (121,892) (268,721) (102,630) (226,257)
Operating Items 2,476 5,459 2,440 5,378
Standard Items 2,247 4,953 2,591 5,713
Empty Weight (117,169) (258,309) (97,599) (215,166)
Wing 35,230 77,667 21,230 46,803
, Tall 2,495 5,500 2,164 4,771
24,868QBody 16,784 37,002 54,824Q9
Landing Gear 12,738 28,082 7,783 17,159
Surface Controls 3,859 8,507 2,005 4,420
I Nacelle and Engine Section 1,986 4,379 1,192 2,627 IPropu sio (30 2 2) (66 760) (25 603) (56 444)
,j
Engines 21,809 48,080 13,085 28,847 ..I
Thrust Reversal (in engines) ....
Air induction System 5,420 i1,949 3,259 7,185 [I
Fuel System 2,331 5,138 6,634Q ]9,035Q !I
Engine Con-rols and Starter 723 1,593 625 1,377
Instruments 521 1,148 497 1,096
Hydraulics 2,239 4,936 1,254 2,764
Electrical 1,973 4,349 2,087 4,600
Avionics 863 1,903 863 1,903
Furnishings and Equipment 5,228 ii,526 5,228 11,526 ,
Environmenta_ Jontrol System 2,971 6,550 2,826 6,229 i
Auxiliary Gear 0 0 0 0
" 1
'i
1 Includes 11,081 kg (24429 ib) of fuel tankage and interconnect structure, _.i
2 Consists of: 3,417 kg (7,533 ib) insulation
2,799kg (6,171 Ib) he&t shield il
2,418 _4 (_,331 lb) fuel system
124
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ii Table 20. Cost Comparison: Jet A vs LH2 Mach 2.2 SCV's
(Refer to Table 18 for vehicle data)
j
Aircraft
, Costs* Jet A LH2 i
: $106
_ RDT&E .
i
Engine 866 805 :
Airframe ' 2431 2289 :
Total 3297 309h
Production Aircraft, each $ 51,769,000 h2,000,000
Direct Operating Cost (DOC) seat km seat s mi seat km seat s ml :
Flight Crew 0.069 O.111 0.070 0.113
Fuel and Oil 0.625 1.006 0.784 1.261
Insurance 0.093 0.149 0.078 0.125
i
_, Depreciation 0.297 0.h78 0.250 O.h02
_; Maintenance 0.266 0.h28 0.222 0.357
LJ
Indirect Operating Cost (IOC) 0.552 0.888 0.530 0.853 :
*Basis for Costs:
[i . 1973 dollars
• • production of" 600 aircraft
• passenger load factor = 0.55 !
|i • aircraft utilizations 3600 hr/yea_ ,
. • fuel cost: Jet A = 1.90/GJ ($2/i0_ Btu = 2h.8#/gal = 3.68_/ib)
LH2 = 2 85/GJ ($3/I0b Btu = 15 h8#/ib)
{
!
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Technology development required to permit initiation of development of
{_ LH_ fueled cruise transport aircraft is essentially as defined
supersonica
in t_e Final Report of the previous study (Reference 1). Modifications re-
sulting from changes in the design of the baseline aircraft, plus further
ii consideration of the technology requirements of LH2 fueled aircraft in
_J general, resulting from the study of subsonic transport aircraft (Refer-
ence 7), have been incorporated in Table 21, a summary of a program of recom-
i mended development for LH2 SCV's.
In addition to the technology development listed in Table 21, a very
significant event which should precede this program is an assessment of the
impact the initiation of use of hydrogen as fuel for commercial transport
aviation would have on society in general.* In this study a hypothetical
but realistic scenario depicting the transition to hydrogen would be de-
veloped, and the economic ramifications, the institutional barriers and
incentives, and the social dislocations and opportunities of all major
stakeholder classes in society would be disclosed. Stakeholder classes whose
i_ participation in the evolutionary scenario would be described include the
,,I following:
L]
i • airlines
[! • aircraft manufacturers
! H • fuel suppliers
Ui
• airport operators
! • consumers
• government regulatorsF_
I_i While not classified as a "technology development," this study would provide
important input and an order of priorities for the technical work. In addi-
tion it would acquaint, and hopefully convince, many stakeholders of the
need for early conversion of commercial aviation to hydrogen fuel.
The technology development program shown in Table 21 relates specifically
to the hydrogen peculiar items of the subject aircraft. It should be recog-
nized that these items are in addition to the usual program of development
associated with design of a new, advanced type of aircraft. Further, the
problems of developing adequate supplies of liquid hydrogen for use at
_i designated major airports around the country, and overseas, are not included.
i
i *This study proposed by Stanford Research Institute, September 26, 1975.
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Table 21. Technology Development Required V|
for LH2-Fueled SCV Aircraft I
i. Duct-burning turbofan engines designed to operate efficiently
-jon hydrogen fuel.
2. Lightweight cryogenic insulation, e.g., PVC or reinforced- *
ipolyurethane foam, which is impervious to air and which can bebonded to an aluminum tank. Must demonstrate an acceptable
useful life.
3. Lightweight heat shield structural material having low thermal !I
conductivity, e.g., fiberglass core, graphite/Kevlar/polyimide
faced honeycomb sandwich, which is satisfactory for airline
service. _i !
4. Lightweight aluminum tankage, capable of withstanding airline
service, plus exposure to cryogenic temperatures and attendant _i
thermal stresses, i_
5. A satisfactory vent system for the LH2 fueled aircraft. !
[
6. An aircraft fuel feed system including pumps, valves, quantity
sensors, heat exchanger, pressurization system and control, and
vacuum-Jacketed lines acceptable for airline service.
7. A ground supply and fuel handling system for use at airline
terminals, i
8. An acceptable specification and set of standards for handling
liquid hydrogen in routine airline operation. 1
I
9. A flight demonstration program involving conversion of existing "_
subsonic aircraft to LH2 fuel and operation of the aircraft
in extended use simulating airline operations. Purpose would i[
be to learn practical aspects of handling LH2 fuel and to i
demonstrate feasibility of using it in a commercial
environment. _i!
....."_"T'"" ..... T"--'"_"I'"'_"""T "_ _"""'_,r_,--,,--__ ...................................................
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These latter problems are currently being addressed in other, separately
_{ funded studies being conducted for both NASA a..iERDA.
i__i 8. CONCLUSIONS
This study has confirmed the findings of the original program (Refer-
Ii ence i) which investigated the potential of using liquid hydrogen as fuel
4_ in advanced designs of supersonic transport aircraft. Significant benefits
can be realized in performance, size, weight, energy utilization, cost,
_ noise, sonic boom, and environmental pollution. All this can be realized
_! in addition to perhaps the most important benefit of all, relief from de-
pendency on a petroleum product which, by the time an advanced design SCV
_ might become operational, could be well on the way to becoming unavailable
:I for use as an aircraft fuel.
. The present study provided a more critical evaluation of the aerodynamic
_i characteristics of the subject LH2 fueled aircraft, compared to that of the
-_ original study (Reference 1). In particular, wave drag and a_rcraft stability
and control requirements were more rigorously evaluated. In addition, the
program included an updated assessment of the weight of the wing. It is a
[_ smaller structure compared with the equivalent Jet A fueled design, with
compensating structural design conditions, i.e., lower wing loading but no
i load relief due to no fuel being carried in the wing. A third major dif-• ference in the designs of the LH fueled SCV's of the present study and those
of the original work was a more _xact representation of the properties of
hydrogen/air combustion in evaluation of performance of the turbofan engines.
i_i The net result of these critical reviews of the design basis of the
subject aircraft, compared with corresponding designs of Jet A fueled SCV's,
i_ was a very slight decrease in the weight advantage of the LHA aircraft. For
!L] example, for the M2.7 aircraft the operating empty weight ra_ic (Jet A/LH2)
is calculated to be 1.29 in the present study. Reference 1 showed this
T i ratio to be 1.386 in the original study. The ratio of block fuel weights
i _ (Jet A/LH2) is 3.88, it was h.00. Vehicle gross weight ratios are 1.93 they
were 2.Oh.
• The analysis to determine the potential of minimizing energy expenditure
in performing the baseline mission showed that only minor saving can be ac-
complished. The Mach 2.7 SCV designed for minimum fuel weight required
97 percent of the energy per seat kilometer of the version designed for mini-
mum gross weight. In the case of the Mach 2.2 aircraft the minimum fuel
weight version used 95 percent of the energy required by the minimum gross
weight design.
At both cruise speeds the aircraft designed to provide min mum direct
operating cost proved to be a good compromise between the alternate choices
based on minimum gross weight and minimum energy. Varying fuel costs, within
l
bounds of $1.90/GJ ($2 per l06 Btu) and $5.70/GJ ($6 per 106 Btu) for LH2, "T
produced very little difference in the choice of thrust-to-weight ratio
which established the preferred aircraft design. .I
Hydrogen-fueled SCV aircraft can be designed to be 5 dB quieter tha:i 1 1FAR Part 36 with no penalty in fuel expenditure. In fact, the Mach 2.7 _2SCV designed for minimum fuel weight was nearly 6 dB quieter the_i the spec-
ification. The comparable M2.2 LH2 SCV was exactly 5 dB quieter. On the I
other hand, designing either Mach 2.7 or 2.2 LH2 SCV's t¢ be l0 dB quieter J
than the specification involves sizeable penalties in gross welght, fuel
weight, operating empty weight, aircraft price, and direct operating cost.
1
9. RECOMMENDATIONS
]
In view of the many attractive advantages, it is recommended that
development of technology for LH2 fueled supersonic transport aircraft be T|
actively pursued. The following actions are recommended to further explore J
the potential of such aircraft and to establish technology feasibility.
• Perform detailed studies of a selected point-design aircraft tc
establish better definition of the design, including windtunnel
testing.
• Build and test insulated model cryogenic tanks to determine their
capability for withstanding thermal cycling under simulated
structural loading conditions. H
• Investigate thermal protection system concepts. _I
• Establish detailed design characteristics of the aircraf_ fuel i|
system, including all significant components. Build breadboard Ll
model and run flow tests with cryogenic liquids, including liquid
hydrogen. !,!
• Study alternate configuration concepts of LH2 SCV's which appear
to have advantage, ill• Study aircraft ground handling and refueling operations to
establish specifications for equipment and procedures to assure
safe, economical practices, li
--J
• Initiate a flight demonstration progra_ based on conversion of
two existing subsonic aircra_ to LH2 fuel, to learn the practical _-|
aspects of handling hydrogen in simulated airline operations, lJ
• Assess the impact conversion of the a_r transport industry to LH2
fuel vould have on all affected aspects of U.S. society. _]
hJ
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REFERENCE JET A FUELED SUPERSONICCRUISE VEHICLES
L
AI - inch2.7 JetA SOY (Ct.1607-5)
A2- M_ch 2.2 Jet A SCV (CL 1607-13)
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